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The goal of the ECHo collaboration is to reach a sub-eV sensitivity on the eec-
tive electron neutrino mass by the analysis of the high energy resolution and high
statistics 163Ho electron capture spectrum measured with metallic magnetic micro
calorimeters. Within this thesis several measurements have been performed for de-
tector optimization and for a study of the spectral shape of the 163Ho . In a rst
measurement the heat capacity of Ho-ions implanted in gold absorbers was mea-
sured. It was found that an implanted activity per pixel of a = 10Bq does not
compromise in a noticeable way the performance of the detector at T = 20mK. To
test the performance of MMC detectors shielded by rock and to check this option
of operation for future ECHo phases, an experiment was performed in an under-
ground lab. This measurement allowed for the rst time a detailed investigation
of the 163Ho spectral shape. Furthermore, was a rst high statistic 163Ho spectrum
acquired. The analysis allows for a determination of the Q-value of the 163Ho EC
with Q = 2.837± 0.005stat ± 0.005syst keV and to perform a rst analysis of the end
point region of the spectrum to extract an eective electron neutrino mass.
Messung eines Hochstatistik 163Ho -Elektroneneinfangspektrums mit
hoher Energieauösung für das ECHo Experiment
Ziel des ECHo-Projektes ist ein neues oberes Limit für die eektive Elektron-
Neutrinomasse mν < 1eV zu geben mittels der Analyse eines 163Ho -
Elektroneneinfangspektrums, welches mit metallischen magnetischen Kalorimetern
(MMC) gemessen wird. In dieser Arbeit wurden mehrere Messungen für das ECHo
Projekt durchgeführt. In der ersten Messung wurde die Wärmekapazität der in den
Goldabsorber der MMCs implantierten Ho-Ionen gemessen. Es wurde gezeigt, dass
die angestrebte Aktivität von 10Bq pro MMC bei einer Temperatur von 20mK die
Detektorleistung nicht wahrnehmbar beeinusst. Um die Notwendigkeit einer Ab-
schirmung durch Gestein, auch für spätere Phasen von ECHo, zu testen wurde eine
Messung des 163Ho -Spektrums in einem Untergrundlabor durchgeführt. Dies erlaub-
te zum erstem Mal eine detaillierte Analyse der spektralen Form von 163Ho . Zudem
wurde ein erstes 163Ho -Spektrum mit einer sehr hohen Statistik und einer guten
Detektor-Energieauösung gemessen. Q = 2.837 ± 0.005stat ± 0.005syst keV konnte
durch eine Analyse der Messergebnisse bestimmt werden. Auÿerdem konnten durch
die Analyse der Endpunktsregion erste Informationen über mν extrahiert werden.
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1. Introduction
It was a long way from the rst suggestion of the neutrino by W. Pauli in 1933, to
the experimental evidence of neutrino oscillations in 1998 by the Super-Kamiokande
experiment [Fuk98], with all their consequences. The diculty from experimental
side was and still is the fact that neutrinos only interact weakly. Parallel to the
theoretical development of the description of neutrinos and the embedding in ex-
isting theories or even coming up with new theories taking account neutrinos, the
experiments have developed a lot. The rst experiments, which needed a third par-
ticle as decay partner to explain energy and momentum conservation in the decay
of 214Pb and 214Bi have been done in a standard laboratory by J. Chadwick in 1914.
Already the next experimental step in 1956 by Cowan [Cow56], which provided the
rst measurement of a neutrino, needed a big water tank in front of a nuclear reactor
and more than 40 years. As the neutrino became more and more interesting new
experiments developed, bigger and with better equipment then before, bringing the
detectors underground and scaling up the detection medium a lot as done by the
Homestake experiment in 1968 to measure the solar neutrino ux. Resulting in two
even larger experiments SNO and Super-Kamiokande providing the evidence for neu-
trino oscillations, with the consequence of a nite neutrino mass. In our days even
more experiment like the DUNE experiment [Gra17] or the follow up experiment
of Super-Kamiokande HYPER-K [Abe18] with better detectors and a higher bud-
get are performed to investigate the parameters of neutrino oscillations with a high
precision. And although the used detectors were based on quite simple methods,
which have not dramatically changed over the years, the implementation of these
has developed a lot. Better energy resolutions, higher sensitivities and in general
better performances have been established. This path of detector development and
large eort for neutrinos is followed as well for the still unanswered question of the
absolute scale of the neutrino masses.
To test a nite neutrino mass, or the fact that it has none, was already proposed
quite early. One particular case in this eld is the calorimetric measurement of the
163Ho energy spectrum to deduce an eective electron neutrino mass. Already pro-
posed in 1982 by DeRujula the experimental requirements for such a measurement to
provide meaningful results were such high, that detector technologies had to develop
for quite a long time, until the rst approaches towards a realistic neutrino mass
could be made. Here the fantastic results of low temperature detectors in terms of
energy resolutions below 2 eV for 6 keV photons triggered a new era of projects on
the hunt for a sub-eV sensitivity on the electron neutrino mass.
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In the middle of this interesting period, where the technical developments are far
enough to tackle a nite neutrino mass, falls this thesis as contribution to the ECHo
project which aims to provide a sub-eV sensitivity on the eective electron neutrino
mass via the calorimetric measurement of the 163Ho energy spectrum. This thesis
contributes basically by three measurements to the ECHo project.
In chapter 2 the motivation of this thesis and integration in the current research
landscape is given. We start from the suggestion of the neutrino, pass by the neutrino
oscillations which demonstrated that neutrinos are massive particles and discuss the
approaches to determine the absolute neutrino mass scale. In the end an overview
over the ECHo project will be given, where this thesis is embedded. A special focus
is here on the experimental side of this journey.
In chapter 3 the general concept of the in this thesis used low temperature detec-
tors (metallic magnetic calorimeters) is given. Here all relevant theories to describe
and operate the MMCs are shortly discussed. Furthermore, we discuss the thermo-
dynamic properties of 163Ho implanted in Au, which is of special interest for the
optimization of the detectors, since the used detectors have 163Ho implanted in their
gold absorbers, which might inuence their performance.
The technical aspects of the used low temperature detectors are discussed in chapter
4, together with the non-standard parts of the read out chain. In particular will be
presented the used detector designs, the applied SQUID read out schematic and a
small introduction to the pre and post processing of such an MMC detector chip,
needed to implant 163Ho into the Au absorbers.
In chapter 5 the measurement of the contribution to the total detector heat capacity
due to implanted 163Ho -ions is discussed. The determination of the specic heat per
163Ho -ion has important consequences for the optimization of MMCs used for the
ECHo experiment. In particular this allows to dene the maximum allowed activity
per detector for future phases of ECHo.
A 163Ho energy spectrum was measured in chapter 6 with metallic magnetic calorime-
ters in an underground lab in Modane. The motivation for this measurement was
originally the investigation of background due to cosmic muons. The observed statis-
tics in the spectrum and the achieved energy resolution made it possible to use this
data as new input to theories describing 163Ho .
In chapter 7 the measurement of a high statistic 163Ho spectrum with a good energy
resolution is presented. Due to this a new Q-value for the decay of 163Ho could
be deduced, new spectral features relevant for all coming 163Ho theories could be
observed and a preliminary limit on the electron neutrino mass could be provided.
A summary of this thesis with all achieved results is given in chapter 8.
2. Motivation
2.1 Neutrinos
In 1930 Wolfgang Pauli [Pau77] postulated an electrically neutral and very weakly
interacting particle to fulll energy conservation for the experimentally seen contin-
uous β-decay spectrum of 214Pb and 214Bi measured earlier by James Chadwick in
1914 [Cha14]. Pauli named this new particle "neutron". Four years later Enrico
Fermi came up with his theory of the β-decay [Fer34], including the new particle
postulated by Pauli which he called "neutrino" (little neutron). Due to its only very
weakly interacting nature the neutrino is very hard to detect. It took about 26 years
until it was directly observed in an experiment of Clyde L. Cowan and Federick
Reines [Cow56] in 1956. They used a big water tank in front of a nuclear reactor
to nd the electron anti neutrinos (νe) emitted from the reactor. The νe reacted
with the proton in the hydrogen and formed a neutron and a positron. The positron
and an electron decayed via annihilation to two photons, which were measured using
liquid scintillators. The generated light was then detected by photomultipliers. This
way an energy resolution of about ∆EFWHM = 750 keV at 0.5 MeV was achieved.
The created neutron was moderated via scattering at the water nuclei to thermal
neutrons. These thermal neutrons could be caught with a high probability by 113Cd,
which transformed under the process to 114Cd and emitted photons again. This pro-
cess took a few µs from the creation of the neutron to the emitted photon. Therefore
a characteristic neutrino signature could be measured. The 113Cd was solved in the
water tank.
At that time neutrinos were assumed to interact only weak and to have a vanishing
mass. They were included in theories which evolved later in the very successful
standard model of particle physics as only weak interacting particles with no mass.
In 1968 the Homestake experiment [Cle98] started which measured the solar neutrino
ux. In the sun νe are created among many other creation process during the main
energy process
4p −→ 4He + 2e+ + 2νe. (2.1)
This is the net reaction of the proton-proton chain and the CNO chain. They used
tetrachloroethylene tanks to measure the νe emitted from the sun. The νe was cap-
tured by 37Cl and 37Ar and an electron were created. This process had a rather low
threshold energy of 0.814MeV, which allowed for the rst time to measure νe from
the sun. Every week the tanks were ltered to extract the produced 37Ar. The col-
lected 37Ar is radioactive and decays again to Cl with half-life of about 35 days. With
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a proportional counter it was possible to measure the number of created Ar atoms
via the presented process, which allowed to calculate a emission rate of νe from
the sun. The experiment took data until 1994 and dened a nal electron neu-
trino ux of 2.56 ± 0.16 (stat.) ± 0.16 (sys.) SNU. This value was compared with
the theoretical expectation of 7.5 ± 0.1 SNU [Bah04, TC11] and gave rise to the
solar neutrino problem since this deviation between experiment and theory was con-
rmed by many experiments like GALLEX [Ham99], GNO [Alt05], SAGE [Abd09]
and Super-Kamiokande [Abe11]. This discrepancy could be explained by neutrino
oscillations, which is a concept that was already introduced by Bruno Pontecorvo in
1957 [Pon57, Pon58]. These oscillations have been experimentally proven 1998 by
the Super-Kamiokande experiment [Fuk98] for atmospheric neutrinos and in 2001
the SNO experiment [Ahm01, Ahm02] proofed these neutrino oscillations also for
the neutrino ux from the sun which nally solved the solar neutrino problem. They
were able to measure all three neutrino avors with a sucient signicance. For
this an acrylic bowl lled with 1000 tons D2O, surrounded by 1700 t of light water.
Around the heavy water about 9600 photo multipliers were mounted. The incoming
neutrinos could undergo mainly 3 dierent reactions. An incoming neutrino could
scatter elastically on an electron, which is accelerated above the velocity of light in
the water. The created Cerenkov light was detected by the photo multipliers. This
process is by a factor of 7 more probable for νe then for ντ and νµ. Furthermore,
an νe can do together with a neutron from the heavy water a charge current reac-
tion, where the neutron is converted into a proton and an electron is emitted, which
again produces Cerenkov light, due to its high velocity. All three neutrino avors
can disintegrate a deuterium atom. The neutron can be captured by 35Cl, which
excites to 36Cl, which de-excites via photon emission. These photons can accelerate
electrons via the Compton eect, which again leads to Cerenkov radiation. This way
the rate of νe compared to the total rate of detected neutrinos from the sun could be
determined. These experimental proofs were honored with the Nobel price in 2015
for the SNO and Super-Kamiokande experiment.
The existence of these neutrino avor oscillations is explained in the quantum me-
chanical formalism introduced by Pontecorvo by n orthogonal mass eigenstates νi
which are not identical to the orthogonal avor eigenstates να, but are connected by
a unitary n× n mixing matrix U :
|να〉 =
∑
i
Uαi|νi〉 . (2.2)
In the standard interpretation α = e, µ, τ and i = 1, 2, 3. For such a system the time
evolution is given by the Schrödinger equation.
|να(x, t)〉 =
∑
i
Uαie
ipixe−iEit|νi〉 , (2.3)
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The neutrino has the energy Ei, momentum pi and is emitted at x = 0. For rela-
tivistic neutrinos
Ei =
√
m2i + p
2
i ' pi +
m2i
2pi
' E + m
2
i
2E
, (2.4)
with pi  mi hence E ≈ pi as neutrino energy is a valid assumption. Combining
now eq. 2.3 with the inverse of eq. 2.2
|νi〉 =
∑
β
U∗βi|νβ〉 (2.5)
and L = x = t (c = 1) as the distance between source and detector we get for the
time evolution of the avor eigenstate of the neutrino:
|να(x, t)〉 =
∑
i,β
UαiU
∗
βie
i(pix−Eit)|νβ〉
=
∑
i,β
UαiU
∗
βi exp
(
−im
2
i
2
L
E
)
|νβ〉 . (2.6)
The probability for a avor transition is then given by:
P (α→ β) = |〈νβ|να(x, t)〉|2
=
∑
i
∑
j
UαiU
∗
αjU
∗
βiUβj exp
(
−i
∆m2ij
2
L
E
)
, (2.7)
with the squared mass dierence ∆m2ij = m
2
i−m2j . This formula gives the probability
for a avor oscillation, like it was observed by SNO and Super-Kamiokande, depend-
ing on the distance L between the detector and the source, the neutrino energy E
and the mass squared dierence ∆m2ij.
The present standard assumption is i = 1, 2, 3, but there exists a minimal extension
of the standard model which includes right handed neutrinos, not interacting weakly
but only gravitational, the so called sterile neutrinos. These particles might not only
be the missing symmetry partner for the left handed neutrinos in theory but might
also explain the reactor anomaly reported rst in 2011 by Müller et al. [Mue11], if
these neutrinos have a mass on a eV-scale. These reactor experiments use nuclear
reactors as neutrino sources, since the ssion process in the reactor creates a lot of
isotopes that undergo a β-decay and emit electron anti-neutrinos. The detectors to
observe neutrino avor oscillations are then placed at dierent baselines L. In rst
approximation this data was in very good agreement with the proposed neutrino
avor oscillation theory. However, the re-evaluation of the expected neutrino ux in
such a reactor by Müller et al. showed a discrepancy between experiment in theory
for νe by ≈ 3%. This was later conrmed by Huber et al. [Hub11]. However the
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models to describe the processes in the reactor and the expected neutrino uxes
a very complicated and the precision of the measured neutrino ratio needs to be
improved to proof this discrepancy.
For the n = 3 case parameters like ∆m2ij, the mixing angles Θij contained in the
mixing matrix Uαi and the CP-violating phases δCP are determined via various ex-
periments. Used as neutrino source is the sun, atmospheric neutrinos, accelerators
and reactor neutrinos. In table 2.1 the present parameters are listed. Since all these
NuFIT 4.0 (2018)
w
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ta
Normal Ordering (best fit) Inverted Ordering (∆χ2 = 4.7)
bfp ±1σ 3σ range bfp ±1σ 3σ range
sin2 θ12 0.310
+0.013
−0.012 0.275→ 0.350 0.310
+0.013
−0.012 0.275→ 0.350
θ12/
◦ 33.82+0.78−0.76 31.61→ 36.27 33.82
+0.78
−0.76 31.61→ 36.27
sin2 θ23 0.580
+0.017
−0.021 0.418→ 0.627 0.584
+0.016
−0.020 0.423→ 0.629
θ23/
◦ 49.6+1.0−1.2 40.3→ 52.4 49.8
+1.0
−1.1 40.6→ 52.5
sin2 θ13 0.02241
+0.00065
−0.00065 0.02045→ 0.02439 0.02264
+0.00066
−0.00066 0.02068→ 0.02463
θ13/
◦ 8.61+0.13−0.13 8.22→ 8.99 8.65
+0.13
−0.13 8.27→ 9.03
δCP/
◦ 215+40−29 125→ 392 284
+27
−29 196→ 360
∆m221
10−5 eV2
7.39+0.21−0.20 6.79→ 8.01 7.39
+0.21
−0.20 6.79→ 8.01
∆m23`
10−3 eV2
+2.525+0.033−0.032 +2.427→ +2.625 −2.512
+0.034
−0.032 −2.611→ −2.412
w
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ta
Normal Ordering (best fit) Inverted Ordering (∆χ2 = 9.3)
bfp ±1σ 3σ range bfp ±1σ 3σ range
sin2 θ12 0.310
+0.013
−0.012 0.275→ 0.350 0.310
+0.013
−0.012 0.275→ 0.350
θ12/
◦ 33.82+0.78−0.76 31.61→ 36.27 33.82
+0.78
−0.75 31.62→ 36.27
sin2 θ23 0.582
+0.015
−0.019 0.428→ 0.624 0.582
+0.015
−0.018 0.433→ 0.623
θ23/
◦ 49.7+0.9−1.1 40.9→ 52.2 49.7
+0.9
−1.0 41.2→ 52.1
sin2 θ13 0.02240
+0.00065
−0.00066 0.02044→ 0.02437 0.02263
+0.00065
−0.00066 0.02067→ 0.02461
θ13/
◦ 8.61+0.12−0.13 8.22→ 8.98 8.65
+0.12
−0.13 8.27→ 9.03
δCP/
◦ 217+40−28 135→ 366 280
+25
−28 196→ 351
∆m221
10−5 eV2
7.39+0.21−0.20 6.79→ 8.01 7.39
+0.21
−0.20 6.79→ 8.01
∆m23`
10−3 eV2
+2.525+0.033−0.031 +2.431→ +2.622 −2.512
+0.034
−0.031 −2.606→ −2.413
Table 2.1: Three-avor oscillation parameters from a t to global data as of November
2018. The results shown in the upper (lower) section are obtained without (with) the inclu-
sion of the tabulated χ2 data on atmospheric neutrinos provided by the Super-Kamiokande
collaboration (SK-atm). The numbers in the 1st (2nd) column are obtained assuming NO
(IO), i.e., relative to the respective local minimum. Minimization with respect to the or-
dering provides the same results as Normal Ordering, except for the 3σ range of ∆m23l in
the analysis without SK-atm. Note that ∆m23l = ∆m
2
32 > 0 for NO and ∆m
2
3l = ∆m
2
32 < 0
for IO. This table was taken from [Est19].
oscillation experiments are in the end interference experiments only the value of the
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mass squared dierence of the neutrino masses can be known.
For ∆m23l only the absolute value is known and therefore a normal ordering for the
neutrino masses and an inverted ordering is allowed (m1 < m2 < m3 vs. m3 <
m1 < m2). Since only ∆m2ij can be determined with these kinds of experiments and
not the absolute mass scale which is very interesting to better understand physics
beyond the Standard Model of particle physics a lot of experiments have started to
investigate the absolute neutrino mass scale. There are basically three major ways to
determine the absolute neutrino mass. The study of the distribution of matter in the
universe which is sensitive to the sum of the neutrino mass eigenstates. The search
for the neutrinoless double beta decay, which is possible if neutrinos are massive. The
measurement of the half-life of the neutrinoless double beta decay can be transduced
to an eective Majaorana mass and the investigation of the end point region of
electron capture or β-decays, where an neutrino is emitted and the spectral shape of
the energy spectrum of the decay is dependent on an eective neutrino mass. In the
following these three methods are described in a bit more detail.
2.1.1 Neutrinoless double beta decay - 0νββ
The observation of the neutrinoless double beta decay allows to determine the mass
scale of the eective Majorana mass mββ. During a double beta decay two electrons
and two electron anti-neutrinos are emitted
A
ZXN −→AZ+2 XN−2 + 2e− + 2ν̄e . (2.8)
The resulting energy spectrum of the summed electrons is continuous and very similar
to the one of a single beta decay. The half-life of this process is in the range of
t1/2 = 10
18 . . . 1022 y. A neutrinoless double beta decay is described by:
A
ZXN −→AZ+2 XN−2 + 2e− . (2.9)
It is the result of the theory developed by Ettore Majorana [Maj37], where neutrinos
are their own anti-particles. This idea was modied for the neutrinoless double
beta decay by Wendell H. Furry [Fur39] in a way that during a decay not two anti-
neutrinos are emitted but a virtual light Majorana neutrino is exchanged which
leads to the neutrinoless double beta decay. The signature of such a process in
the measured energy spectrum of the two electrons would be an additional peak at
the end-point of the beta spectrum since the two electrons have to share the total
energy available for the decay. If a 0νββ-decay is detected, the half-life T 0νββ1/2 of
this process, respectively the decay rate Γ0νββ would give the absolute scale of the
eective Majorana mass 〈mββ〉 = |
∑
i U
2
eimi| =
∑
i |U2ei|mieiβi .
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Γ0νββ =
(
T 0νββ1/2
)−1
= G0νββ(Qββ, Z)|M0νββ|2
〈mββ〉
m2e
. (2.10)
G0νββ(Qββ, Z) is the integral over the phase space of the two electrons. Qββ is the
end-point energy of the decay. The three neutrino mass eigenstates are mi and
Uαi are the mixing matrix elements. me is the electron mass and βi the Majo-
rana phases, introduced in the Majorana formalism. M0νββ are the nuclear matrix
elements (NMEs) that need theoretical input and currently present the largest un-
certainty in the calculation of 〈mββ〉.
There exist many experiments that search for the 0νββ-decay with dierent isotopes
that undergo a ββ-decay. The choice of a specic isotope needs the consideration
of certain parameters, like the natural abundance, how easy it can be enriched and
many more. Here 136Xe is a very good candidate since its gaseous and can therefore
be enriched very easy. Experiments like KamLAND-Zen and EXO-200 use 136Xe.
While KamLAND-Zen measures the decay of 136Xe with photomultiplier's mounted
around a transparent balloon lled with a 136Xe loaded liquid scintillator in EXO-
200 a time projection chamber is used to detect the decay. The best limit on mββ
is derived from KamLAND-Zen data combined with some theoretical considerations
on the NMEs with mββ < 0.15 eV 90 % C.L. [Cap17].
Of course there exist many more experiments using other isotope that undergo 2νββ-
decay like GERDA using 76Ge and measuring consequently with germanium detectors
or AMORE which embeds 100Mo in scintillating crystals which are then read out by
low temperature calorimeters.
.
2.1.2 Cosmology
Neutrinos are the most abundant particles in the observable universe and are funda-
mental particles in the standard model of particle physics. Therefore they play an
important role for several cosmological eects. In most cosmological theories they
were created during the big bang and decoupled from the plasma with a tempera-
ture of T = 1.95 K, which translates in an energy of E ≈ 0.17 meV. A total number
density of 336 cm−3 combined for the three avors and including both neutrinos and
anti-neutrinos is expected as cosmic neutrino background.
The observable eects are for example the clustering of matter in the universe over
large scales and anisotropies in the spectrum of the cosmic microwave background
(CMB).
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In general are the results for the sum of the three mass eigenstates dependent on
the exact cosmological model that is used as well as the data that is included. The
standard ΛCDMmodel can be extended by several parameters and constraints, which
can be motivated by recent measurements. Furthermore, can data sets in addition to
the temperature angular power spectrum of the CMB be added. Typically data from
the Planck satellite is used. The results for the sum of the neutrino mass eigenstates
[RC19] are given with:
∑
mi ≤ 0.121...0.172 eV (95% C.L.) . (2.11)
2.1.3 Kinematic measurements
The above obtained results are based on a quite elaborate model and assumptions
made in the analysis. Nevertheless, they are for sure model dependent. Therefore, it
is desirable to nd a way to compare these results with a dierent kind of measure-
ment that is not as heavily model based, which can be found in the measurements
based on neutrino kinematics.
A third method to determine the neutrino mass is the kinematic approach, which is
considered to be model independent. Here only energy and momentum conservation
are considered. In principle there are two experiments one can think of, which are
time-of-ight measurements and the weak nuclear decay to determine a neutrino
mass.
The basic idea of time-of-ight measurements is that the traveling time over a dis-
tance d for massive particles will dier from d/c for photons. Therefore, a long
baseline d, a strong neutrino and photon source and a suitable detector are needed.
A core-collapse supernova is a good candidate for such an high intensity source with
a long baseline. To perform this measurement a new born supernova needs to be
detected and observed with telescopes. This is done by the "Supernova Early Warn-
ing System" (SNEWS) [Ant04], which was formed exactly for such purposes. After
the light signal is detected it takes typical several days until the neutrino signal is
expected. This gives the possibility to prepare the neutrino detectors for the event.
The birth of a supernova is of course a very rare event, which needs to be recognized
in time. That's why the only successful time-of-ight analyses has been done after the
supernova SN1987A in the Large Megellanic Cloud which gave a limit of mν < 5.7 eV
(95% C.L.) [Lor02]. There exist as well long baseline experiments located on earth
with neutrinos produced with an accelerator like MINOS and OPERA [Acq09], but
the sensitivity on the neutrino mass is not as good due to the way shorter baseline.
With the technology given today the only competitive approach seems to be the
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search for new supernovae. Although the sensitivity will not reach the sensitivity
of cosmological experiments or direct neutrino mass measurements on weak nuclear
decays due to the up to now large systematic uncertainties in the theoretical models
of a core-collapse supernova.
The weak nuclear decay is another option for direct neutrino mass determination.
Both the β-decay and the electron capture (EC) are used. During this processes an
neutrino/anti-neutrino is emitted together with other particles. If now the energy
distribution of the other particles is measured very precisely, having a good energy
resolution, low background and high statistics a neutrino/anti-neutrino mass can be
deduced if the theoretical description of the process is well understood. The spectral
shape will dier, for dierent neutrino/anti-neutrino masses.
There are many candidates that undergo a β-decay, preferable is here a low Q-value
which determines the available energy for the decay. It is given by the mass dierence
between the mother atom and the daughter atom of the decay. In the past mostly
3H (β-decay) and 163Ho (EC) have been used due to their rather low Q-value.
The tritium β-decay is a prominent candidate since it provides the currently best
limit on the electron anti-neutrino mass.
3H −→ 3He + e− + ν̄e (2.12)
It is a super allowed transition, which means the spectral shape can be described
mainly by Fermi's Golden rule. Tritium has a half-life of T1/2 = 12.3 y and a Qβ =
18.6 keV. It can be acquired in reasonable amounts from heavy water moderated
ssion reactors. Furthermore, decades of experience with handling this radioactive
material exist. All these factors make the Isotope very attractive for a neutrino mass
experiment. The best limit on the electron anti-neutrino neutrino mass at this point
is
m(ν̄e) ≤ 2.0 eV (95% C.L.) . (2.13)
This is a combined result [Ber12] from two experiments, one located in Mainz [Kra05],
the other one located in Troisk [Ase11]. Both experiments used a Magnetic Adia-
batic Collimation with an Electrostatic Filter (MAC-E-Filter) to measure the β-
decay spectrum. This technique was developed by Kruit and Read [Kru83] and later
adapted for higher energies [Pic92] including the 18.6 keV end-point region of the 3H
spectrum. With this technique the electrons emitted during the β-decay are guided
adiabatically through a magnetic eld on to a counting detector. Their momentum
is also adiabatically changed to point aligned with the magnetic eld onto the detec-
tor. Furthermore, a retarding potential is applied for the electrons which allows only
electrons to pass the lter with an energy higher the retarding potential. This way
a integrated 3H spectrum can be measured. The dierence between the experiments
was in the tritium source. The experiment located in Troisk used molecular tritium
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3H2 in its gaseous form in a windowless gaseous tritium source. An upper limit of
m(ν̄e) ≤ 2.05 eV (95% C.L.) [Ase11] was found. The Mainz experiment used a thin
lm of molecular tritium on a cold graphite substrate as source. They were able to
reach an upper limit of m(ν̄e) ≤ 2.3 eV (95% C.L.) [Kra05].
The KATRIN experiment is a follow up of the Mainz and Troisk experiments actually
using the old setup from Troisk in a rened version a pre-spectrometer for their new
MAC-E-Filter with a diameter of 9.8 m and a length of 23.3 m. They use as well a
windowless gaseous tritium source. With this new set up they will be able to set a
new limit on the electron anti-neutrino mass [Ang05] of:
m(ν̄e) ≤ 0.2 eV (90% C.L.) . (2.14)
KATRIN has started the rst data taking with 3H beginning of this year. The
new limit is expected after 3 years of data taking. Another promising candidate is
Project 8 [Esf17], which also uses 3H as source material. Here the emitted electrons
are captured in a magnetic bottle. Due to the external magnetic eld they will move
with a cyclotron frequency which depended on their energy. The emitted radiation
from this motion is then picked up by antenna and read out. They aim to have a
vacuum vessel lled with 10−7 − 10−6 mBar of 3H2 gas in a 1T magnetic eld. This
way they aim to reach a sensitivity of
m(ν̄e) ≤ 0.04 eV (90% C.L.) . (2.15)
With this precision they explore a parameter space for the anti neutrino mass, that
is not ruled out with a high probability by cosmology and they might be able to
solve the question for a inverted or normal hierarchy. Up to this point they have
seen rst measured signals from their setup, showing the cyclotron frequency of a
single electron.
Other β-decay candidates are 115In and 187Rn, which have a very low Q-value. The
Q-value for 115In is Qβ = (155 ± 24) eV [Mou09] for the interesting decay path to
excited 115Sn which is very preferable. Anyhow, this decay path has only a branching
ratio of about 10−6 [Wie09]. Most of the β-decays will end already in the ground
state of 115Sn. Furthermore, the decay to the excited state has a lifetime of about
1020 y [Wie09]. These two facts make it experimentally very challenging to get a
calorimetric measurement of the β-decay to the excited state. In principle can the
decay to the excited state be recognized by the coincident de-excitation γ-ray of the
115Sn nucleus, but it has to be identied between about 106 other decay electrons
from the β-decay to the ground state. The other candidate with low Q-value is
187Rn with Qβ = 2.47 keV and a half-life of T1/2 = 4.3 × 1010 y. Here the β-decay
to 187Os is in rst order forbidden which leads to a quite complex spectral shape for
the energy spectrum [Dvo11]. The challenge here is to extract the electrons from
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the β-decay since already a very thin foil of 187Rn will cause self-absorption of the
electrons within the source. Thats why a calorimetric measurement is done where
the source is spread between several detectors. In the 1980s [McC84] it was suggested
to use thermal micro-calorimeters to measure the 187Rn decay spectrum. This idea
was followed by two experiments MANU and MIBETA.
The MANU experiment used metallic Re absorbers with the intersting 187Rn already
inside. For the read out out they used Neutron Transmutation Doped (NTD) Ge
thermistors and found with these an upper limit [Gat01] of
m(ν̄e) ≤ 26 eV (95% C.L.) . (2.16)
The MIBETA experiment [Sis04] used AgReO4 crystals read out with Si thermistors,
which allowed to provide a limit of
m(ν̄e) ≤ 15 eV (90% C.L.) . (2.17)
Within this measurement, they were able to achieve an energy resolution of ∆EFWHM =
28.5 eV at 2.47 keV.
This good results combined with the very good detector performance lead to the
"Micro-calorimeter Arrays for a Rhenium Ex- periment" (MARE) collaboration
[Nuc08]. MARE plans to use large arrays of low temperature micro calorimeters
to measure the β-decay spectrum The AgReO4 crystals and the 187Rn absorbers are
both under investigation, as well as a proper read out technique which is able to
achieve an energy resolution of about ∆EFWHM ≈ 1 eV and a signal rise time of
τrise ≈ 1µs. 187Rn absorbers have problems with a complicated and long thermaliza-
tion of energy in the superconducting absorber, which decreases the performance of
any considered detector technique [Por11, Fer12, Ran12]. The detector of choice are
Si:P thermistors coupled to AgReO4 crystals [Fer14], which would allow to achieve
a limit on th electron anti-neutrino mass of
m(ν̄e) ≤ 4.5 eV (90% C.L.) (2.18)
The investigation on 187Rn as β-decay candidate are ongoing, but at the present
status the detector numbers and performances are not suitable to reach a sub-eV
sensitivity on the electron neutrino mass.
A very promising candidate for an electron capture is 163Ho , which is used for the
here presented measurements. In the following a short overview of 163Ho as candidate
for a sub-eV sensitivity electron neutrino mass measurement will be given.
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2.2 Brief history of 163Ho
Among the many nuclide's that undergo an electron capture 163Ho is one of the best
candidates for determination of the neutrino mass since it has the lowest QEC-value
with 2.833 keV [Eli15]. This is advantageous since all used detectors have a relative
spectral resolving power and a low QEC-value allows for a good absolute energy
resolution close to the end point region of the measured energy spectrum, where
the biggest inuence due to a non-zero neutrino mass is expected. Furthermore, is
a small energetic distance between the last main resonance of the decay and the
QEC-value preferable, since then a larger fraction of total counts is in the end point
region (ROI), which allows gathering faster/easier the needed statistics. 163Ho decays
via an electron capture, where the electron is captured from an inner shell into the
nucleus. There a proton and the electron form a neutron and an electron neutrino
νe is created. The new daughter atom is excited Dysprosium Dy∗.
163
67 Ho96 −→ 16366 Dy∗97 + νe (2.19)
↪→ 16366 Dy97 + E
The excited Dysprosium de-excites over various channels like x-ray emission, Auger
electrons and Koster-Kronig transitions. The de-excitation energy is E. The total
available energy for this decay is called QEC-value and is given by the mass dierence
between 163Ho and 163Dy. This value is QEC = 2.833 ± 0.030stat ± 0.015syst keV
[Eli15] measured by Penning trap mass spectrometry. The half life of the decay
is T1/2 = 4570 ± 50 years [Bai83]. In principle is the dominant part of the energy
spectrum given by the non radiative electron capture process described by resonances
with energies corresponding to the energy levels of the captured electrons. As can
be seen in gure 2.1. The resonances are described by a Lorentzian line shape with a
position EH and the line width ΓH . The names of the peaks MI, MII, ... correspond
to the position of the electron in the shell where it was captured from. The amplitude
is given by the squared electron wave function at the position of the nucleus ψ2H(0)
which represents the capture probability for this electron. BH is an overlap and
exchange correction which theory dependent since several approximations have to be
made to calculate this value. The sum of the resonances needs then to be multiplied
by the phase space factor for this decay. It contains the maximum energy of the
decay QEC and the eective electron neutrino mass mνe . Together with a scaling
factor A which scales with the number of measured events the probability W to nd
an event with energy EEC is given by:
dW
dE
= A(QEC − E)2
√
1− m
2
ν
(QEC − E)2
∑
H
BHψ
2
H(0)
ΓH
2π
(E − EH)2 +
Γ2H
4
. (2.20)
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Figure 2.1: Simple 7 resonances 163Ho theory with QEC = 2.833 keV and mν = 0 eV (solid
black) and mν = 5 eV (dashed red).
So in principle is the spectral shape of the decay dependent on the eective electron
neutrino mass. This was abused already a long time ago by a group from the De-
partment of Physics and Chemistry of Princeton University [Ben81]. At these days
basically two ideas were followed to extract from a 163Ho decay spectrum a limit on
the electron neutrino mass. The rst one is the measurement of the de-excitation
x-ray spectrum, which is of course depended on the eective electron neutrino mass
as well. Only a tiny fraction of the total spectral weight goes into these x-rays. The
corresponding spectrum shows as peak position energies the dierences of the energy
levels in the excited dysprosium. A 163Ho source was and put in front of a silicon de-
tector to measure the escaping x-rays. These measurements [Ben81, And82, Yas83]
were able to provide a limit on the eective electron neutrino mass with mν < 490 eV
68 % C.L. [Yas94] by measuring the ratio of the x-ray multiplets corresponding to
a electron hole in the M and N shell of 163Ho . These measurements were not pro-
longed, since the energy of the electron levels in Dy needs to be known very precisely.
Besides the fact that the 163Ho x-ray spectrum needs to be measured very accurate,
it was doubted at that time that these energy levels in excited Dy will be known with
high enough precision to give a relevant upper limit on the electron neutrino mass.
The other idea that was followed was the measurement of an IBEC spectrum. The
capture electron will see on his way to the core during the EC process the electrical
eld of the core and might produce Bremsstrahlung. Again this IBEC spectrum
will be dependent on the eective electron neutrino mass. This method still gives
the best limit on the eective electron neutrino mass with mν < 225 eV 95 % C.L.
[Spr87] in a kinematic approach. The energy resolution for the used Si(Li) detectors
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was about ∆EFWHM ≈ 137 eV at 2 keV.
In the year 1981 DeRujula [DR81] made the suggestion to measure a precise 163Ho energy
spectrum calorimetrically, to deduce an electron neutrino mass. This requires an im-
plantation into suitable detectors in a way that the whole de-excitation energy E
is measured. The idea was, that the eective electron neutrino mass can be mea-
sured as dierence between QEC-value of the decay and the maximum of E. Any
uncertainties in branching ratios, peak position and eects like the self-absorption in
the 163Ho source are avoided. The theoretical description given above was sucient
for a long time, for example for the rst calorimetric measurement of 163Ho by a
group from Aarhus University and the ISOLDE group [Lae84]. They implanted the
163Ho into a Si(Li) detector. These detectors were operated at liquid nitrogen tem-
perature T = 77K. A detector problem lead to ∆EFWHM ≈ 380 eV at the MI line,
which was much worse than the measured energy resolution for a 137Cs calibration
source with ∆EFWHM ≈ 75 eV. Furthermore, seemed to occur an incomplete charge
collection in the Si(Li) detector, which was recognized by small shifts towards lower
energies of the main resonance lines. It seemed that the implantation process did
introduce several defects in the detector.
A second measurement was done by a group from Princeton University [Har92]. They
used a gas proportional counter where the 163Ho -ions are bound in volatile uoro-
octanedione. This experiment had an energy resolution of about ∆EFWHM ≈ 940 eV
at 5.89 keV measured with an 55Fe calibration source.
The next experiment was done by a group from Genoa University [Gat97] using for
the rst time a micro calorimeter. They put liquid 163Ho in a α-HIGA solution (2-
Hydroxyisobutyric acid) and let a drop dry between two tin foils to achieve a quantum
eciency close to 100%. This absorber was mounted on a NTD Ge thermistor
operated at about T ≈ 55mK. For this setup energy resoltions of ∆EFWHM = 50 eV
at the N-lines and ∆EFWHM = 100 eV at the M-lines where achieved. Here for the
rst time the sub-shell peaks MI, MII and NI, NII could be observed and the great
potential of micro calorimeters in terms of energy resolution could be seen. This
triggerd new approaches to describe theoretically the 163Ho energy spectrum.
In 2015 Robertson [Rob15] proposed to take higher order excitations during the
electron capture process into account, since they also can be relevant at the end-point
region. The detectors where in principle developed that far, that in terms of energy
resolution and statistics these additional structures due to higher order processes can
be seen. And of course they will play an important role in any determination of the
electron-neutrino mass due to a dierence in spectral shape of 163Ho . He focused
on two hole excitations, where not only one hole in the shell of the excited Dy∗ is
created but a second hole is created by a shake-up process. There an electron is
excited into a higher shell. Of course such an event is less probable and gives rise to
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additional discrete peaks with a position corresponding to the created holes. This
is possible due to the fact that the surrounding electron system cannot follow the
capture adiabatically. To give a rst estimate on how big this eect he included it
in a calculation for xenon (Z=54). Although this was a very rough approximation
it already could explain an excess of counts between 400 eV and 600 eV, seen in
experimental data. This triggered a lot more theoretical work on 163Ho . Fäÿler
et al. calculated the two hole excitation 163Ho energy spectrum [Fae14] in a more
rened version. He also included at some point three hole excitations [Fae15]. In
2015 De Rujula et al. [DR15] included as well a shake-o process, where the second
electron is not excited to a bound state of the atom, but to the continuum. This
gives rise to high energy shoulders to every higher order resonance.
In 2014 a measurement of 163Ho with fully micro fabricated metallic magnetic calorime-
ters (MMC) has been done [Ran17], showing that these detectors are suitable to push
the energy resolution and the statistics of the spectrum to a limit, where an actual
impact on the sensitivity of the eective electron neutrino mass can be reached.
The achieved energy resolution was ∆EFWHM = 12 eV. With this measurement the
foundation of the ECHo experiment was laid. In parallel two other big experiments
have formed, which follow the same approach as ECHo, measuring the decay of
163Ho calorimetrically with cryogenic detectors to reach a sub-eV sensitivity on the
eective electron neutrino mass, which are HOLMES and NuMECS. The "Electron
Capture Decay of 163Ho to Measure the Electron Neutrino Mass with sub-eV Sensitiv-
ity" (HOLMES) experiment [Alp15] uses TES as low temperature detectors as well
as the "Neutrino Mass via Electron Capture Spectroscopy" (NuMECS) experiment
[Cro14].
2.3 ECHo
The Electron Capture 163Ho experiment (ECHo) aims to measure the electron
neutrino mass with a sub-eV sensitivity. This will be achieved with a high statistic
and high energy precision measurement of the 163Ho electron capture spectrum. A
detailed description of the whole project can be found in [Gas17], here only the main
ideas are given.
Such a low sensitivity needs a good energy resolution in the end point region, thats
why low temperature metallic magnetic calorimeters (MMCs) [Fle09] are used. The
163Ho source will be implanted in the absorbers of these detectors to reach a quantum
eciency close to 100 %. But not only fast detectors with a good energy resolution
are needed to reach a sub-eV sensitivity on the electron anti neutrino mass. In
addition a pure 163Ho -source needs to be produced and implanted into the detectors,
a good theoretical understanding of the spectral shape of the 163Ho -decay needs to
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be reached and the QEC-value needs to be precisely measured to keep the systematics
due to this value low. And of course any background sources need to be kept minimal.
This thesis was performed after the rst measurements of 163Ho with MMCs have
been performed within this project. This was the so called ECHo-1k phase, were
mainly proof of principles and scalability of certain approaches were the aim to reach
the next phase called ECHo-1M. Sensitivity studies have shown that 1014 counts in
total are needed to have in the ROI, which is probably 1 eV below the QEC-value,
about 10 counts. This number of counts is sucient to reach a sub-eV sensitivity.
To reach this number of counts in a reasonable time about 1MBq of 163Ho will be
measured over 3 years. In the following the main aspects to reach a sub-eV sensitivity
will be shortly presented.
2.3.1 Dedicated ECHo MMCs with implanted 163Ho
The used detectors for the ECHo experiment have to fulll certain constrains to
reach a sub-eV sensitivity on the electron anti neutrino mass [Gal12]. They need
to have a good energy resolution of ∆EFWHM < 5 eV to avoid smearing the ROI.
They need to have a very good linearity to dene precisely the energy scale of the
measured 163Ho spectrum. And they need to have a quite fast signal rise time τr
to reduce an intrinsic background source, the unresolved pile-up events. Unresolved
pile-up events occur if two events happen so close in time (within τr) that the signals
can't be recognized as two, but they are recognized as one event with an energy
equal to the sum of the two signals. The fraction of unresolved pile-up events fupu
is given with fupu = a · τr. With a typical detector rise time τr = 1µs an activity
per detector of a = 10Bq is allowed. Therefore, 105 detectors are needed in total to
reach the 1MBq of total activity. The activity a per detector is limited as well by
the additional heat capacity introduced by the implanted 163Ho as will be discussed
in chapter 3.5. The heat capacity of the detector is a crucial parameter for the
energy resolution as will be explained in chapter 3.4.3. A study on this eect and
the consequences for ECHo is part if this thesis. To reach an absorption eciency
for the 163Ho decay energy close to 100%, in particular for the photons, the 163Ho is
encapsulated in the gold absorber of the detector. The thickness of this absorber
needs to be optimized, since more material to reach the 100% also brings additional
heat capacity to the system.
For this thesis within the ECHo-1k phase a classical read-out scheme was used for
the detectors, where all connected detector channels are read out in parallel. For
ECHo-1M with the large number of 105 detectors another approach needs to be
established. The detectors need to be able to be somehow multiplexed.
All these requirements can be fullled with MMCs, which are used for the ECHo
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experiment. A detailed description on how MCCs work will be given in 3. The
best MMCs have reached a spectral resolving power of above 3000, with an energy
resolution of ∆EFWHM = 2 eV at 6 keV and a signal rise time of τr = 90 ns [Kem18].
These are the constraints for the ECHo-1M phase, which aims for a sub-eV sensitivity.
The ECHo-1k phase has less strong constraints, since the aim is to improve the limit
of the neutrino by about one order of magnitude.
.
2.3.2 Multiplexing within ECHo
As described in the previous section a multiplexing technique is necessary to read
out the 105 detectors. Within the ECHo collaboration the microwave SQUID mul-
tiplexing scheme [Mat11] for MMCs has been implemented. Here every detector
is inductively coupled to a non-hysteretic, un-shunted rf-SQUID. This is coupled
to a superconducting microwave resonator, which has a high internal quality fac-
tor and a unique resonance frequency for each single detector. A detector signal
causes a change of the magnetic ux in the SQUID which leads to a change of
the eective inductance of the SQUID. Due to mutual interaction this changes the
resonance frequency of the corresponding resonator. This change of resonance fre-
quency is monitored simultaneously for all channels by measuring the transmission
of a frequency comb containing the resonances send down a common transmission
line capacitively coupled to each resonator. A rst proof of principle has already
been provided with a detector suitable for the ECHo experiment reaching an energy
resolution of ∆EFWHM = 19 eV at 5.89 keV and a signal rise time of τr = 130 ns. An
overview on the low temperature part of this technique can be found in [Kem13]. A
more detailed discussion can be found in [Weg18]. The room temperature electronics
itself are very complex as well since they need a high precision and they need to be
very fast to keep the detectors performance. Furthermore, they need to be scalable
to 105 detectors.
2.3.3 163Ho source production and implantation
To reach the 1MBq of total activity at least ≈ 217 163Ho atoms are needed, ig-
noring implantation eciencies and additional tests. Due to its half-life of 4590 y
163Ho has no relevant natural abundance and needs to be produced. For ECHo this
is done by thermal neutron activation of enriched 162Er targets in the research re-
actor of ILL, Grenoble. During this activation 163Er is produced with an half-life
of 75 minutes. This decays to 163Ho . The this way produced sample still contains
relevant amounts of radioactive nuclide's which spoil the 163Ho energy spectrum.
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Therefore a very careful chemical separation needs to be done, in order to remove all
non Holmium nuclide's performed by a nuclear chemistry group in Mainz [Dor18].
Afterwards the sample still contains for example 166mHo, which is removed during
the ion implantation of the 163Ho with a mass separator RISIKO in Mainz [Kie19].
This way the radioactive contamination needs to be pushed well below the expected
unresolved pile-up background. For the presented samples in this thesis a ratio of
163Ho /166mHo< 105 is proven. This value might be even better and will be corrected
once the sucient precision for the measuring methods is reached.
2.3.4 163Ho theory within ECHo
As described in chapter 2.2 the theoretical description of the spectral shape of the
decay of 163Ho is rather complicated due to the many relevant processes that can
happen during the decay and the surrounding host material. So any given theory
needs to describe the measured spectra not only at the end-point region very precisely
, but over the whole spectral range. This is crucial to be able to deduce a electron
neutrino mass from a deviation in the spectral shape at the end point region. For
now a promising theory is given by [Bra18] describing the 163Ho spectrum quite good.
One of the aims of the measurement later on described (chapter 6) was to provide new
experimental data with higher statistics and no visible radioactive contamination to
give new input to theory. This was as well one of the goals of the second measurement
presented in this thesis (chapter 7) with a dedicated ECHo detector, more pixels,
higher activity per pixel and an improved energy resolution. A more detailed status
of 163Ho theories and their comparison with measured data will be given in these
chapters.
2.3.5 The QEC-value of
163Ho
The QEC-value is here of major importance, since it will be one major contribution to
the systematics on the electron neutrino mass. Therefore, it is measured within the
ECHo collaboration by a penning trap mass spectrometry, which measures precisely
the mass dierence between the mother atom 163Ho and the daughter atom 162Dy.
This measurement provides an QEC = 2.833±0.030stat±0.015syst keV [Eli15] obtained
with the penning traps SHIPTRAP and TRIGATRAP. To reach a sub-eV sensitivity
a novel Penning-trap mass spectrometer PENTATRAP [Gas17] will be used to reach
an accuracy of about 1 eV. The actual QEC-value for 163Ho decaying depends on the
specic host material the 163Ho is implanted in. Most probably this has no signicant
eect but needs to be investigated by theory. For the measurements in this thesis
a QEC-value has been extracted, which is in good agreement with the Penning trap
measurements.
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2.3.6 Background within ECHo
Except from the already described background sources like the unresolved pile-up
events and the radioactive contamination coming along with the ion implantation
process some other background sources are investigated as well. Not only along with
the implantation radioactive impurities can occur, but they can also be present in the
surrounding materials, which are used for the experiment itself. Therefore, careful
material screening for all used components is done and the used materials are chosen
in advance carefully. Due to the very small relevant volume per pixel, about 10µm
×200µm ×200µm and all the metal components around the detector a possible
radioactive background source needs to be quite close to the detector to create a
signicant background. To study such eects geometrical Monte-Carlo simulation of
the hole detector setup and its surroundings are performed.
Another source are cosmic muons that might directly hit the detector and cause
an event or hit the surroundings and the following shower creates events. A direct
absorber hit will cause in the majority of the cases a detector signal, which diers in
shape from a 163Ho decay signal. If the incoming moun has enough energy to reach
the absorber it will most probable not be completely stopped by the 5µm thick Au
absorber but will also deposit energy in the underlying sensor and the substrate
underneath. This changes the signal shape signicant since the energy deposition is
in all systems almost instant and additional sub system with a heat capacity and a
coupling constant to the detector play a role. The production of secondaries which
hit in showers with an energy in the relevant region is the more probable scenario.
These showers can be recognized by the comparison of timestamps of each pixel on
the detector. To investigate the to be expected number of muon events a detector set
up was brought to an underground lab in Modane with 4800m of water equivalent
shielding around the setup. The results obtained there, were then compared with
results measured above ground and compared. The results are presented in chapter
6. In parallel an active muon veto with plastic scintillators surrounding the setup
was build up and tested. If events are triggered there in coincidence with a detector
event, the signal is declined.
2.3.7 ECHo-1k phase
To structure the developments towards a sub eV sensitivity on the electron neutrino
mass the ECHo project has dened several phases, where certain milestones should
be reached in order to scale up the experiment. During this thesis the ECHo-1k
phase is running. In this phase 1 kBq of total 163Ho source material was planned. As
already mentioned, the planned activity of 10Bq per detector could not be reached
for this phase, but the problem will be overcome for the next phase. Due to this the
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total wanted activity was reduced to 200Bq. These are planned to be distributed
over about 200 detectors to measure in the end 1010 counts with an energy resolution
of below ∆EFWHM < 10 eV. This will allow to reduce the upper limit on the eec-
tive electron neutrino mass to mν < 10 eV. The background level should therefore
be under BG < 1 × 10−5 events/pixel/eV/day and the unresolved pile-up fraction
should be under fpu < 1 × 10−5 for this goal. The here presented measurements
already fulll these constraints, although not yet the total statistics of 1010 counts
are reached. As presented in this thesis, for this phase a parallel read out of the 200
detectors is foreseen. For the ECHo-1M phase the 1MBq of total 163Ho source ma-
terial will be used, distributed over 100 000 detectors. Here the microwave SQUID
multiplexing needs to be applied. First proof of principle and measurements have
been already done with this technique [Weg18]. The number total counts will be
1014 and the background level and unresolved pile-up fraction need to be kept one
order of magnitude lower, then for the ECHo-1k phase. As well have the detectors
to achieve an energy resolution of ∆EFWHM < 3 eV.
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3. Detector principle
Due to the outstanding performance of metallic magnetic calorimeters (MMCs) ex-
periments like ECHo are possible. They provide a very good energy resolution, a
very fast signal rise time and a very good energy linearity [Kem18]. In this chap-
ter the working principle of such an MMC will be explained as well as the relevant
thermodynamic properties of the used absorber and sensor material of the detector.
Since for the ECHo project the 163Ho is implanted in to the Au absorbers and the
thermodynamic properties of the whole detector system play an important role for
the detectors' performance, the thermodynamic properties of Au:Ho are discussed,
Afterwards a fundamental limit of the energy resolution of MMCs is given.
3.1 Metallic Magnetic Calorimeters (MMC)
Metallic magnetic calorimeters operated at mK temperatures are capable of measur-
ing very precisely the energy of single particles and photons. In the following the
basic principles of MMCs are explained.
In picture 3.1 a typical MMC scheme is shown. In the case of ECHo the radioactive
163Ho -source is implanted in the absorber. The absorber is designed to absorb all
relevant decay products. The energy E is deposited in the absorber and leads to a
change of temperature ∆T . The absorber is in strong thermal contact with the sensor
material, typically silver doped with a few hundred ppm of the rare earth erbium.
Due to the strong thermal coupling, the whole system of sensor and absorber rises
in temperature ∆T :
∆T ' E
Ctot
, (3.1)
with Ctot being the combined heat capacity of sensor and absorber. In a rst order
approximation during the temperature rise ∆T Ctot can be considered temperature
independent for ∆T << T . Here T is the heat bath temperature of the MMC. Due
to a weak thermal link between the sensor and the heat bath the whole system cools
down again to the equilibrium temperature. Since the heat bath is kept via active
cooling on a xed temperature, the equilibrium temperature is the temperature of
the heat bath.
The choice of the absorber material and its dimensions are design parameters which
have to match the outer constraints given by the application. Parameters like absorp-
tion eciency for a given energy of incoming particles or detector spectral resolution
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Figure 3.1: Scheme of a metallic magnetic calorimeter.
dene the absorber material and geometry.
The sensor is a paramagnetic alloy, typically a few hundred ppm of the rare earth
metal erbium hosted in silver (Ag:Er). This alloy is located in a small static magnetic
eld which induces for such materials in a temperature-dependent magnetization
M(T ). Therefore, a temperature change ∆T ofthe complete detector leads to a
change of magnetization:
∆M ' δM
δT
∆T . (3.2)
The sensor material is thermodynamically well understood [Ens00]. The change of
magnetization ∆M in the sensor material can bet detected as a change of magnetic
ux ∆φ in a superconducting loop in the vicinity of the sensor. This change of
magnetic ux ∆φ results in screening currents in the superconducting loop to preserve
the overall ux in the loop. This screening current leads nally to a change of
magnetic ux in a Superconducting Quantum Interference Device (SQUID) which
converts it to a change of Voltage ∆V .
From equation 3.1 and 3.2 it is obvious, that the expected signal size can be optimized
by a small heat capacity Ctot and a steep magnetization of the sensor material δMδT .
Both can be achieved by low operating temperatures of the MMC as it will be
explained in the next chapters. Since the absorber material and volume are dened by
the experimental requirements, the heat capacity of the absorber at a given operating
temperature is xed. With this information the concentration of the Er-ions in the
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sensor and the sensor height for a given area of the superconducting pick up coil can
be optimized.
3.2 Absorber and sensor material
MMCs can be optimized in order to achieve the required performance dened by the
project. The main features that need to be considered are stopping power/quantum
eciency of the absorber together with the absorption area and the spectral resolving
power. These constraints dene the choice of sensor and absorber dimensions and
material.
3.2.1 Au absorber
The absorber is adapted for the kind of particles and its energy to be detected.
The thickness of the absorber material denes together with the material itself the
stopping power which is of course energy and particle dependent. Furthermore, it
denes the corresponding heat capacity Ctot of the detector system which is a crucial
parameter since a high heat capacity decreases the signal size for a given energy
(see 3.1). If the incoming particles are rare and widely distributed in emission angle
it might be advantageous to have a larger absorber area to increase the detection
sensitivity. A fast thermalization of the absorber material is an advantage as well,
since this time can dene the nal signal shape of the MMC. A fast rise time is here
preferable since it reduces the "dead" time of the detector. The absorber material
should be such that the energy thermalization in the material occurs in a shorter
time than the required time until the energy is seen by the sensor material. For the
sensor material Au:Er this needs to be faster than 100 ns [Kem18]. If this would
be not the case the dierent signal rises would create a position dependence of the
deposited energy.
Furthermore, the absorber design and choice of material should be suitable for clean
room processes and should allow a reliable producible.
As absorber material there exist several candidates. Dielectric materials like silicon
or germanium have the advantage of a very low heat capacity compared for example
to metals, since they have no contribution to the heat capacity from electrons but
only from phonons which goes with Cph ∝ T 3. But for an incoming particle electron-
hole pairs are created in the material. These can be trapped on lattice defects and
therefore could lead to very long recombination times. In addition, every absorbed
particle might create a dierent amount of electron-hole pairs which reduces in the
end the spectral resolving power [McC93].
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Superconducting materials have a relatively low heat capacity compared to normal
metals below their critical temperature Tc since here as well the electrons do not con-
tribute to the heat capacity. They are bound as bosonic Cooper pairs. Lead and tin
have been used as absorber materials [Kra13, Hoo06]. Unfortunately the thermaliza-
tion behavior of these superconducting metals is not fully understood [Cos93, Hen12].
One explanation for this might be broken Cooper pairs which have long relaxation
and recombination times. Time scales of several hundred milliseconds have been
observed.
For the detectors presented in this thesis nobel metal absorbers are used. They have
a high thermal conductivity due to their free conduction electrons. This allows a
fast and complete thermalization behavior. However, these electrons also provide
a signicant fraction of heat capacity which dominates at low temperature since it
goes with Ce ∝ T . As absorber material gold is often used due to its large stopping
power and the fact that it is inert. Furthermore, it is easy to use during the detector
fabrication. It is used as absorber material for the here presented detectors.
3.2.2 Ag:Er sensor
The MMCs used for this thesis have as sensor material a paramagnetic alloy of silver
doped with a few ppm of the rare earth metal erbium (Ag:Er). The host material
silver was introduced a few years ago which allowed to improve the detectors energy
resolution [Kem18]. The standard sensor material for MMC's is Au:Er. For Au:Er
a very good theory combined with numerical simulations is available which allows
to predict the thermodynamic properties of the sensor, especially its magnetization
behavior and its heat capacity. Both features are important for the detector design,
since they inuence the signal height and shape and the thermodynamic noise. In the
following a very short discussion of these properties will be given. A more detailed
version can be found in [Fle03]. Afterwards some experimental scaling laws are given
which allow to describe Ag:Er as well with the here discussed properties of Au:Er.
For the small amounts of erbium typically used the Er forms a solid solution in
which the erbium atoms occupy a regular place in the fcc lattice of the host material
as can be seen in picture 3.2. The erbium denotes 3 electrons to the electron gas
so that the left Er3+-ions have a [Kr]4d104f 115s25p6 electron conguration. This
conguration provides a atomic magnetic moment due to the only partially lled
4f shell. Since this shell is located quite deep in the atom shielded by the outer
surrounding electrons of the Er3+-ion, this electron is only slightly eected by the
surrounding crystal eld.
For temperatures above 100K the magnetic behavior can be described by the mag-
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Figure 3.2: Schematic of a lattice section of the Au:Er-alloy. The Er3+-ions take regular
sites within the Au-lattice. The only partially lled Er 4f -shell lies deep within the ion.
netic moment of these electrons just assuming LS coupling [Wil69].
µ = −gjµBJ . (3.3)
Here gj denotes the Landé-factor, µB is the Bohr magneton and J is the total angular
momentum. With L = 6, S = 3/2 and J = 15/2 the ground state is 16-fold
degenerated.
However, for lower temperatures the inuence of the crystal eld generated by the
host material can not be neglected. The 16-fold degenerated ground state splits
up. The lowest energy states are a Γ7-Kramer-doublet. The next excited multiplet
is seperated from this Γ7-Kramer-doublet by ∆E/kb = 17K [Hah92] for gold and
by ∆E/kb = 25K [Hah92] for silver. So for the typical working temperature of an
MMC only the Γ7-Kramer-doublet can be assumed to be occupied. Therefore, the
hole system can be treated as 2-level-spin system with an eective spin S = 1/2 and
an eective Landé-factor of gj = 6.8 [Tao71, Abr70b].
To deduce the relevant heat capacity and magnetization some assumptions are made,
which lead in the end to a very accurate description of the system on the required
level. The rst approach to describe the system is to consider non interacting mag-
netic moments, which is not true for temperatures below 100mK depending on the
erbium concentration and the applied magnetic eld. The corresponding eects will
be added later. For such a system the heat capacity can be described by the Zeeman
splitting of the two energy levels in a B-eld B. From the Helmholtz free energy F
of such a micro-canonical ensemble the heat capacity can be described by:
Cz = −T
δ2F
δT 2
= NkB
(
δE
kBT
)2
eδE/kBT
(eδE/kBT + 1)2
(3.4)
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The number of Er3+-ions is given byN , the energy splitting is given with δE = gjµBB
and kB is the Boltzmann constant. The heat capacity of N Er3+-ions for such a two
level system shows the typical Schottky anomaly with a maximum at kBT ≈ 0.42 δE
and a maximum height of Cz ≈ 0.44NkB.
The magnetization of this system is given by:
M = − 1
V
δF
δB
=
N
V
gjSµBBS
(
gjSµBB
kBT
)
(3.5)
The Brillouin function BS is B1/2(x) = tanh(x) for S = 1/2.
This system follows the expected Curie behavior for large T , for low T more and
more magnetic moments are aligned with the B-eld such that the system saturates
at M = N
V
gjSµB.
These equations can be used the overall behavior of an MMC, but quantitative devi-
ations from measurements are still present. They can be understood by introducing
a nite interaction between the magnetic moments [Sch00]. The direct overlap of the
wave functions of two 4f -electrons can be neglected. Two other interaction mecha-
nisms can be identied, which play a major role and inuence the heat capacity and
magnetization of the sensor material.
The Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yoshida (RKKY) interaction [Rud54, Kas56, Yos57],
which describes the interaction of two dipoles at a distance rij with eective spins
Si and Sj via the electron spins of a surrounding metallic host material. The Hamil-
tonian is given by:
HRKKYi,j = ΓRKKY (SiSj)F (2kFrij) (3.6)
with
F (x) =
1
x3
(
cosx− sinx
x
)
, (3.7)
the Kittel-function. kF the Fermi wave vector and ΓRKKY describing the strength of
the interaction.
The second relevant process is dipole-dipole interaction, which is described by the
Hamiltonian:
Hddi,j = Γdd
Si · Sj − 3 (Si · r̂ij) (Sj · r̂ij)
(2kFrij)
3 . (3.8)
The unit vector between the two magnetic moments is given with r̂ij = (ri−rj)/|ri−
rj|. The interaction strength is given with Γdd
Both described interaction have an interaction strength Γ ∝ 1/T 3, therefore their
relative strength can be described by the parameter α = ΓRKKY/Γdd.
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While the dipole-dipole interaction is almost identical for silver and gold, the RKKY
interaction changes by about a factor of 3. This results in α = 5 for Au:Er [Fle03]
and α ≈ 12.5 for Ag:Er [Hen17].
In [Sch00, Fle03] a simulation of the Au:Er sensor is done, including a numerical
diagonalization of the complete Hamiltonian. The dipole-dipole and the RKKY in-
teraction are taken into account for up to 10 magnetic moments on a nite cubic
lattice with about 100 to 400 atoms. These results were compared to a mean eld
simulation as well as to measurements. The agreement between the specic heat
capacity and the magnetization of Au:Er obtained by simulation and measurements
can be seen in gure 3.3. The last expansion of the theory model to describe the
Figure 3.3: (left) Inverse temperature dependence of the magnetization M(T−1) and
(right) temperature dependence of the specic heat c(T ) of Au:Er for dierent magnetic
elds.
thermodynamic properties of Au:Er is the inuence of nuclear quadrupole moments
present in 167Er and in gold. With a nuclear spin of 7/2 the 167Er in the sensor
introduces an additional heat capacity between 30mK and 100 mK as described
in [Fle00, Fle03]. To remove this contribution to detector heat capacity the sen-
sor is made with an erbium sample enriched with 168Er, which contains no nuclear
quadrupole moment. This way the the natural abundance of 167Er with 22.9% can
be reduced to 1.2% of 167Er in the used sample.
For gold the natural isotope 197Au is used which has a nuclear spin of I = 3/2. It
has further more a large electric quadrupole moment [Pow74]. In a perfect fcc lattice
structure of a 197Au crystal the resulting energy levels are degenerate. Due to the
presence of defects, e.g. the ≈ 300 ppm of Er3+-ions in the Au:Er sensor a nite
crystal eld acts on the nuclear spin system and the degeneracy is split up, which
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leads to an increase of heat capacity at mK temperatures [Her00]. This additional
heat capacity was observed in MMC's [Fle98, Ens00].
This eect due to the quadrupole moment of 197Au can be avoided by using silver
as metallic host material for erbium. Both natural isotopes 107Ag and 109Ag have a
nuclear spin of I = 1/2 and therefore do not have a quadrupole moment.
Thanks to measurements performed with MMC's having Ag:Er sensors scaling laws
for the thermodynamic properties of Ag:Er could be found, starting from the theory
of Au:Er [Hen17]. The important parameter is the ratio between RKKY interaction
strength and the dipole-dipole interaction strength α, since this ratio changes from
Au to Ag. The specic heat capacity cEr of the erbium ions in silver is given by:
cEr(B, T, x, α) =
α′
α
× cEr
(
B, T,
α
α′
x, α′
)
(3.9)
as well as the magnetization:
M(B, T, x, α) =
α′
α
×M
(
B, T,
α
α′
x, α′
)
(3.10)
with α′ = 5 for Au as host material, an erbium concentration x and α′ = 12.5. These
scaling laws allow to predict the thermodynamic properties of fabricated sensors of
MMC's with a high accuracy.
3.3 Sensor read-out geometry
The MMCs used for this thesis have a double meander read out geometry. The static
magnetic eld, which needs to be present at the location of the sensor material to
induce the temperature dependent magnetization is created by a superconducting
current I running through a meander shaped coil positioned underneath the sensor
material. This planar geometry allows for a fabrication of these detectors via photo
lithography. A schematic drawing is shown in gure 3.4. The provided B-eld is
proportional to the persistent current I. The lling factor F is a measure for the
B-eld strength for a certain current that is seen by the sensor material and is for
this geometry F = 0.5 at maximum, since roughly half of the magnetic eld lines are
underneath the meander coil where no sensor is present. This can be dramatically
improved by the introduction of a so called sandwich design, where the provided
current also runs through a second superconducting layer above the sensor material.
A schematic of such a sandwich design can be found in gure 4.1. This way the
provided B-eld strength is almost completely between the meander coil and the
second superconducting layer. Filling factors F ≈ 1 can be reached [Heu11]. Both
types of superconducting coils are used for the detectors presented within this thesis.
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The used MMC's have a gradiometric read-out scheme as depicted in gure 3.4. Two
SQUID
Ag:Er sensor
Planar meander shaped
superconducting loop
Input coil
Figure 3.4: Schematic drawing of 2 pixels connected in parallel to an input coil of an
SQUID in a gradiometric set up.
pixels, consisting of the meander shaped coil with a sensor and absorber on top, are
connected in parallel to a read-out coil, which is close to a SQUID. In addition,
the superconducting planar meander shaped coil that provides the current I for the
creation of the B-elds works as signal pick-up coil. This connection scheme has
the advantage, that the created signals in the two pixels have a dierent polarity,
while read-out with the connected SQUID. This way two pixels can be connected to
one read-out channel, which reduces the complexity of the read-out. Furthermore,
only temperature dierences ∆T occurring in the single pixels are recognized by the
read-out. Any substrate temperature change which is present for both pixels will be
canceled for perfectly symmetric pixels.
The created ux ∆Φs in the SQUID is given by:
∆Φs =
Mis
Lm + 2 (Li + Lp)
(∆Φ1 −∆Φ2) (3.11)
Here the mutual inductance between the SQUID and the input coil is dened with
Mis gving the coupling strength. The screening current I splits corresponding to the
inductances of the single meander Lm, the SQUID input coil Li and some parasitic
inductance Lp following Kirchho's law. Lp is typically dominated by the aluminum
bonding wires between the double meander and the SQUID input coil.
∆Φ1 and ∆Φ2 are the magnetic uxes created in the two pixels.
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3.4 Signal shape and spectral resolving power
The spectral resolving power of an MMC is dened by the signal to noise ratio
(S/N) of the detector system. This ratio can be optimized by many parameters
like the operating temperature, the strength of the magnetic eld applied to the
paramagnetic sensor material and many more. In the following the expected signal
height and shape and the corresponding thermodynamical noise are derived which
allows to maximize S/N.
3.4.1 Signal
The signal shape and in particular the signal height in terms of change of temperature
δT per energy input δE depend on the thermodynamic properties of the detector
for given operation conditions like the temperature, the persistent current and many
more.
3.4.2 Signal shape
The detector response can be derived by describing the detector as a thermody-
namic system, consisting of two sub systems as depicted in gure 3.5 and explained
in [Fle05]. As there is the electron system and the spin system of the Er-ions. The
phonon system is excluded due to its negligible contribution to the heat capacity at
the typical working temperature of MMCs. Systems like the nuclear quadrupole mo-
ments of the host material or the implanted 163Ho in the absorber are not considered
here as well. The inuence on the pulse shape of implanted 163Ho will be discussed
in chapter 5.
The electron system includes the electrons of the gold absorber and the Ag:Er sensor
with heat capacity Ce. Since sensor and absorber are in strong thermal contact, the
electrons are considered to belong to one system. The second system are the Er3+-
ions with heat capacity Cer, which are located in the sensor material. In principle
also the phononic system with heat capacity Cph is present. But for the typical
working temperatures of the MMC's the phononic contribution to the heat capacity
of the system is negligible.
The Cer system couples to the Ce system via the thermal conductivity Ger/e. The Ce
system couples to a thermal bath with temperature T0 via a weak thermal link with
Ge/b. The resulting system can be described by two coupled dierential equations,
one for each system. The solution for an instant energy input Eδ(t) into the Ce-
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P(t) = Ed(t)
Ger/e
Ge/b
Per/e
Pe/b
CerCe
Thermal bath, T0
Figure 3.5: Schematic drawing of the relevant thermodynamic sub systems in an MMC.
system is given with:
∆Ter = Ter − T0 =
E
Ce + Cer
(
−e−t/τ0 + e−t/τ1
)
=:
E
Cer
p(t) (3.12)
∆Ter is here the relevant change of temperature since the change of temperature in
the erbium system induces spin ips and therefore a change of magnetization. The
expected signal shape is a fast exponential rise with the typical time constant τ0
until the sub-systems are in equilibrium, followed by an exponential decay with a
time constant τ1. In principle these time constants are complex and dependent on
the heat capacities and the thermal conductivities of the detector system as depicted
in [Fle05]. However, for a weak thermal link to the bath Ge/b << Ger/e and Ce ≈ Cer
we get the decay time τ1 = Ctot/Ge/b with Ctot = Ce + Cer.
For Ce ≈ Cer the expected energy resolution is maximized as will be explained in
3.4.3. The rise time τ0 depends on the coupling strength between the electrons and
the spin system of the erbium ions given by the Korringa relation. With this coupling
a typical time constant τK ∝ T−1 is associated.
τ0 = (1− β)τK (3.13)
The fraction of the total heat capacity located in the spin system is given with
β := Cer/(Cer + Ce).
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3.4.3 Noise
Here the relevant noise contributions are discussed which inuence the detectors
performance. This includes not only noise sources present in the detector itself but
also noise contributions coming from the SQUID read out, which are the dominant
contributions for the measurements presented in this thesis.
Thermal noise
A fundamental noise contribution are thermodynamic energy uctuations between
the dierent sub-systems of the detector. These uctuations can be described by
a spectral power density Sp = 4kBT 2G which is frequency independent and is pro-
portional to the corresponding thermal conductivity G among the sub-systems. Fol-
lowing again the thermodynamic model presented in gure 3.5 and by introducing
the corresponding noise sources Pe/b and Per/r two coupled dierential equations can
describe the system. The resulting spectral power density in the Fourier space solved
for the energy uctuations is given by:
SEer,td (f) = kBCerT
2
(
(1− β) 4τ0
1 + (2πτ0f)2
+ β
4τ1
1 + (2πτ1f)2
)
(3.14)
with the approximations Ce ≈ Cer and τ0  τ1 [Fle05]. For typical detector parame-
ters this converts to a ux noise of SΦ,td ≈ 2× 104 (µΦ0)2/Hz in the superconducting
pick-up coil, while the actual ux change for a 10 keV photon in such a detector
would be 10mΦ0.
Magnetic Johnson noise
Random electron movements in a metal due to the nite temperature of the detector
can cause magnetic Johnson noise if they move close to the superconducting pick-
up coil. The Brownian motion creates small changing magnetic elds according to
Maxwell's equations. The most crucial components are the sensor, the absorber and
the used copper support structure for the detector. The small changes in magnetic
eld can couple into the pick-up coil or directly into the SQUID. The spectral power
density for MMC's
SΦ,J (f) =
2.376
4π
µ20kBTσAp
(
e−2πd/p − e−2π(d+h)/p
)
(3.15)
was derived in [Pie08, Pie12] based on [Har68, Ens00]. Assumed was a metallic cube
at temperature T with an electrical conductivity σ and an edge length h. The cube
has a distance d to the squared meander shaped pick-up coil with a stripe to stripe
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distance p and an overlap area A. For a typical absorber this results in a noise
density of SΦ,J (f) ≈ 0.7 (µΦ0)2/Hz, which is in rst order frequency independent.
A cut-o frequency can be observed for here irrelevant frequencies above 100MHz
caused by the skin-eect which reduces the eective volume of the absorber.
Er noise
The Er3+-ions present in the paramagnetic sensor alloy are a noise source themselves
[Dan05]. They show a relevant contribution towards the low frequency domain with
SΦ,Er ∝ f−ζ where ζ is geometry and fabrication dependent parameter which varies
between 0.8 and 1. This contribution is proportional to the number of erbium atoms
in the sensor material and is not temperature dependent between 30mK and 2K
[Fle05]. A possible explanation for this almost 1/f -noise behavior could be a nite
and broadly distributed response time of the orientation of interacting clusters of
magnetic moments which was measured via the imaginary part of the susceptibility
of Au:Er [Hof12, Wiÿ13]. Empirically is the power density given by:
SΦ,Er =
µ20 〈G2〉
p2
Sm(f)NEr. (3.16)
The magnetic constant is µ0, the distance between two meander stripes is p, the
number of erbium atom is NEr and G is a geometry factor describing the magnetic
eld distribution of the eld created by the provided current in the meander shaped
coil in the sensor material. And Sm(f) ≈ 0.12µ2B× (f/Hz)
−ζ describing the uctua-
tions of the magnetic moment of a single erbium ion. For typical detector parameters
a noise of SΦ,Er (1 Hz) ≈ 5× 104 (µΦ0)2/Hz is expected.
Read out noise
MMCs are read out using a 2-stage SQUID set up described in chapter 4.4. The noise
contribution from the SQUID read out is the dominant one for the here presented
measurements. It is the only relevant one from the read out chain, since the SQUID
read out also acts as a low temperature amplier. All other noise contributions
coming from the read out chain can therefore be neglected. This read out noise has
a frequency independent white noise part with a typical level of SΦ,SQUID−white ≈
1 (µΦ0)
2/Hz with a cut of frequency dened by the read out electronics. A typical
cut o frequency is about 10MHz. Furthermore, SQUIDs have a 1/f contribution
which becomes dominant at about 1 kHz.
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Fundamental limit of the energy resolution
If all noise contributions which might be optimized or avoided are neglected and only
the fundamental thermal uctuation of energy within the detector system for a given
temperature is assumed a fundamental detector energy resolution can be calculated.
This calculation is assuming so to speak a perfect read out chain, where all other
noise contributions are negligible small compared to the thermal uctuations and
the corresponding noise.
The detector response is Gaussian and the broadening of this Gaussian at full width
half maximum is given with:
∆EFWHM = 2
√
2 ln 2
 ∞∫
0
SNR2(f) df
−1/2 (3.17)
Here SNR2(f) is the squared frequency dependent signal-to-noise ratio. It is dened
by
SNR2(f) =
|p̃(f)|2
SEer,td(f)
(3.18)
where p̃(f) is the Fourier transform of the expected signal with the in chapter 3.4.2
calculated rise and decay time and SEer,td(f) is the density of the thermodynamic
noise.
As shown in [Fle03] this can be approximated to
∆EFWHM ≈ 2
√
2 ln 2
√
4kBT 2Ce
(
1
β(1− β)
τ0
τ1
)1/4
(3.19)
with β = Cer/(Cer + Ce) ≈ 1/2 and τ0  τ1. For this calculation the signal shape
discussed in 3.4.2, the spectral power density of the thermodynamic systems, the
operating temperature and the heat capacities of sensor and absorber are considered.
The best energy resolution can be reached for β = 1/2, which is true for matching
heat capacities of absorber and sensor.
3.5 Thermodynamic properties of 163Ho in Au
The exact amount of implanted 163Ho per detector pixel is always a trade o between
several parameters like fraction of unresolved pile up events, number of needed de-
tectors and the total measurement time of the experiment. The energy resolution
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∆EFWHM is another parameter that needs to be considered since it is fundamentally
limited by the total heat capacity of the detector as described in section 3.4.3 and
the implanted 163Ho could lead to a non-negligible contribution to the heat capacity
of the detector. In the following a theoretical description for the expected specic
heat of implanted 163Ho atoms in gold is given. In fact the 163Ho -ions have J = 8,
L = 6 and S = 2 and therefore a contribution to the heat capacity similar to the
Au:Er can be expected. For these theories always the diluted case with Ho3+-ions
surrounded by gold atoms is considered as proposed by simulations of the implan-
tation process [Gam17]. Since the Au:Ho is quite similar to the system of Au:Er
basically the same mechanisms for the heat capacity can be considered, although the
corresponding coupling strength might be dierent ones.
3.5.1 Properties of Ho3+-ions
In the diluted alloy a 163Ho -ion substitutes an Au-ion in the fcc crystal lattice
structure very similiar to the case of Au:Er (see picture 3.2) and loses three electrons
to the de-localized electron system of the surrounding Au atoms. So the Ho3+-ion
is left in an [Kr]4d104f 105s25p6 electron conguration with a spatial extent of about
R = 1Å. The electrons of the unlled 4f -shell cause a paramagnetic behavior of the
alloy since they carry a permanent magnetic moment. This is shielded quite well
from the outer Au crystal eld lattice by the electrons of the outer shells since the
4f -orbital is located quite deep in the Ho-ion, R = 0.3Å. So interactions with the
crystal eld can be neglected while calculating the spin-orbit coupling of the Ho3+-
ions using Hund's rules. The angular momenta L,S and J are determined this way.
And with the Landé factor gJ
gJ = 1 +
J(J + 1) + S(S + 1)− L(L+ 1)
2J(J + 1)
(3.20)
follows for the magnetic moment µJ
µJ = gJµBJ (3.21)
with the Bohr magneton µB = 9.274× 10−24 J/T. For Ho3+-ions µJ = 10.6µB with
J = 8, L = 6, S = 2 and gj = 4/3.
In the case of just isolated Ho3+ magnetic moments the ground state is 17-fold degen-
erated due to the magnetic quantum number mJ ranging from −J to J . The exited
states of the magnetic moments caused by spin-orbit coupling are on an energy scale
of several thousand Kelvin. Therefore, the Ho3+-ions can be considered as a single-
level system for temperatures well below room temperature, since the occupation
probability of an excited state is negligible small [Sch00] at least for the absence
of any external elds which might brake the degeneracy of the ground state. Such
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elds as for example an external magnetic eld, the crystal eld of the surrounding
host material and the hyperne interaction of the electrons with the nucleus of the
163Ho are of course present and add energy levels to the system. The eect of the
elds is small and can therefore be treated as perturbation to the ground state. In
the following several possible perturbations of the ground state are discussed and the
inuence on the energy level splitting and the corresponding additional heat capacity
is estimated.
3.5.2 Zeeman eect
As external magnetic elds the earth magnetic eld and the magnetic eld created by
the persistent current running in the meander under the absorber can be considered.
These elds B brake the spatial symmetry and the corresponding energy splitting
can be described by the Zeeman eect with the Hamiltonian HZ given as:
HZ = gJµBB · J (3.22)
The related energy eigenvalues EZ are given with:
EZ = gJµB|B|mJ (3.23)
Here B || JZ is considered. The estimated strength of the earth magnetic eld
is about 60 µT. The resulting energy splitting is in range of 50µK. Therefore is
the additional heat capacity negligibly small. The magnetic eld created by the
persistent current in the meander is even smaller for the typical detector geometry.
The 163Ho is implanted in a distance of about 9µm from the B-eld generating
meander coil. The eld strength at that distance is below 1µT. So no signicant
contribution to the heat capacity of Ho3+-ions can be expected from the Zeeman
eect.
3.5.3 Crystal eld
The Au-ions surrounding the Ho3+-ions create an electrostatic eld which does not
brake the spin-orbit coupling of the electrons in the 4f -shell, since this shell is located
deep in the holmium atom and is shielded by the surrounding electrons. As explained
in section 3.5.1 the spin-orbit splitting is several thousand Kelvin and therefore the
Ho3+-ions can be considered to be in the degenerate ground state. But this ground
state is eected by the crystal eld created by the surrounding host material. The
theoretical expectation of the splitting is in the region of about 10K to 100K and
therefore needs to be considered.
In the theoretical model the crystal eld is described by one electrostatic potential
which contains all the electric elds of the single ions. Since the 163Ho is implanted
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in gold the potential has the symmetry of an fcc-lattice and can be described by
crystal eld functions of fourth and sixth order.
This is done by transforming this eld functions into quantum mechanical operators
with an equivalent symmetry [Ste52]. The resulting Hamiltonian [Lea62] is still
dependent on the parameters W and x ∈ [−1, 1] which need experimental input
due to the very complicated nature of the ionic wave functions. They basically
dene the scale of the energy splitting. For these parameters theoretical [Ble89] and
experimental [Mur70] constraints exist. These parameters were calculated by the
two groups for Holmium in Gold. They determined the conicting values for W and
x with W = −0.112, x = −0.357 [Mur70] and W = −0.113, x = −0.576 [Ble89].
Dependent on the parameter set one could expect a signicant contribution to the
heat capacity of the system due to the crystal eld for temperatures around 20mK.
3.5.4 Hyperne interaction
The interaction of the nuclear magnetic moment with the magnetic moment of the
electrons is the hyperne interaction. The nucleus of 163Ho has a nuclear spin of
I = 7/2 and a resulting magnetic dipole moment µI = gIµNI. Where gI = 1.2 is
the nuclear g−factor and µNI = 5.051 × 10−27 J/T is the nuclear magneton. The
Hamiltonian HHF for this interaction is then given by:
HHF = A · hI · J (3.24)
Planck's constant is h, A is the material dependent hyperne coupling constant
and I are the nuclear spin operators. The expected energy scale for the hyperne
interaction is of the order of 100mK and needs therefore to be considered. In litera-
ture values for the hyperne coupling constant A for Ho3+-ions with A = 812 MHz
[Abr70a] can be found. However these were determined for dierent host materials
then gold. Therefore, a dierent crystal eld might have been present. The eect of
the crystal eld on the magnetic hyperne interaction should be negligibly small but
a change of A might occur. Depending on A a specic heat capacity cion between 0 kB
and 1 kB per ion in the relevant temperature range below 100mK can be expected.
3.5.5 Magnetic moment interaction
Up to this point the Ho3+-ions are considered to have no mutual interaction. Sim-
ulations have shown [Gam17] that the expected concentration for the implantation
process used for ECHo is in the region of a few percents. Therefore, also the mutual
interactions between the Ho3+-ions should be considered which induce an additional
contribution to the specic heat per Ho-ion. In principle both following interactions
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are dependent on the total angular moment J , which will be used to describe the
interactions. Note that this description can be adapted to be described by the ef-
fective spin S like in chapter 3.2.2. This is because of the isotropy of the Γ7 ground
state doublet.
One interaction is the magnetic dipole-dipole interaction between the magnetic mo-
ments µi and µj at the positions ri and rj Here is µj = gJµBJ was used. The
Hamiltonian is given by:
Hdipoleij =
µ0
4π
(gJµB)
1
r3ij
[Ji · Jj − 3(Ji · rij)(Jj · rij)] (3.25)
The distance between the magnetic moments is given by rij. The interaction itself
is anisotropic and decreases with 1/r3ij.
Another indirect mutual interaction is the RKKY1 interaction. Here the localized
4f -electrons of the single Ho3+-ions interact mutual via the de-localized electron
system of the conduction band. The Hamiltonian is given by:
HRKKYij = =2
g2J(gJ − 1)2
gJ
4Vpm
∗
ek
4
F
~(2π)3
(Ji · Jj)F (kF rij) (3.26)
The eective mass of the free electrons is m∗e, Vp is the volume of the primitive
unit cell and kF = 1.2 × 1010m−1 is the Fermi wave vector of the gold conduction
electrons. The Kittel function F (ρ)
F (ρ) = ρ−3(cos ρ− 1
ρ
sin ρ) (3.27)
and the parameter = describe the strength of the exchange interaction between 4f-
electrons and the conduction band. Also here decreases the interaction with 1/r3ij.
Due to the large similarities to the case of Au:Er no large contributions from the
RKKY interaction and dipole-dipole interaction are expected.
With this expectations for the heat capacity of 163Ho in gold in mind a change of
the signal shape and of the detector performance is expecetd due to the implanted
163Ho . The results will be discussed in chapter 5, where the inuence of implanted
163Ho in a gold absorber of an MMC is studied.
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4. ECHo detector preparation and SQUID read
out
In this chapter the two used detector chips will be presented, as well as the prepara-
tion for the implantation, the designed circuit board and copper support structure
for the detector chip and the basic principle of the SQUID read out.
4.1 maXs-20 sandwich detector
The maXs-20 design [Heu11] is designed for x-rays up to 20 keV and a very good
spectral resolving power. In fact these detectors showed the best energy resolution
ever achieved with MMCs ∆EFWHM = 1.6 eV and a fast signal rise time τr = 90 ns
[Kem18]. The detector chips consist of an 1D-array with 16 pixels corresponding to
8 read out channels. The detector geometry is based on the "sandwich" design with
a spiral shaped pick-up coil and a superconducting layer above the sensor material
described in chapter 3.3. A schematic drawing can be seen in picture 4.1. It consists
of a detector array with 16 pixels aligned in a row. Due to the typical gradiometric
design of these detectors two pixels are read out by one read out chain using the
signals polarity to distinguish. Due to the spiral detection coil with superconducting
cap a lling factor close to F ≈ 1 can be reached for the magnetic eld for the sensor,
which increases the detectors performance. As depicted in the schematic drawing,
for this detector stems have been implemented. These are gold structures between
the absorber and the sensor, which reduce the athermal phonon loss [Fle09]. Shortly
after the deposition of energy in the absorber a small fraction of energy creates
athermal phonons. Due to the large wavelength of athermal phonons, they can pass
with a certain probability through the sensor directly into the substrate and deposit
their small fraction of energy there. A small fraction of energy is therefore lost
for some of the measured signals. The resulting signals have a smaller amplitude,
which leads to low energy tails of measured spectral lines. This can be avoided by
the stems, which reduce the probability for a athermal phonon to travel directly to
the substrate dramatically, due to the reduced contact area between absorber and
sensor. The signal rise time can be kept at the intrinsic rise time corresponding to the
Korringa constant. The detector chips have been fabricated with photo lithographic
micro structuring in the clean room of the Kirchho-Institute for Physics, Heidelberg
University.
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Figure 4.1: Schematic drawing of the maXs 20 detector design, based on the MMC
principle.
4.1.1 maXs-20 with enclosed 163Ho
For the used detector chip all pixels have been implanted with 163Ho . The im-
plantation process was performed at ISOLDE-CERN in an o line process. For this
a 163Ho target was prepared via neutron irradiation of an enriched 162Er target at
the research reactor Institute Laue-Langevin in Grenoble, which decays to 163Ho .
During this neutron irradiation not only 163Ho is produced but also other isotopes of
holmium and lighter and heavier elements. To reduce the production of unwanted
radio nuclide's the 162Er target gets puried before the irradiation. Afterwards a
second chemical purication by a nuclear chemistry group in Mainz [Dor18] via col-
umn chromatography is done. This way a puried holmium sample is produced. A
γ analysis of the puried sample showed that no radioactive nuclide's where present
besides 166mHo, which could not be chemically separated. The fraction of 166mHo
to 163Ho was determined with 10−4. This unwanted isotope of holmium could be
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further reduced via a mass selection process of 163Ho in the ion beam implantation
facility ISOLDE at CERN [Nil03]. There the chemically puried sample was ionized
and implanted into the detector via a selective ion beam. The planned activity was
about 1Bq per implanted pixel.
4.2 ECHo-1k detector
The second used detector design is called ECHo-1k. The design and fabrication steps
are discussed in [Weg18]. The detector chip has 72 pixels in 4 rows, which can be
read out by 36 read out channels. These pixels follow the classical double meander
MMC design. Figure 4.2 (left) shows a drwanig of the ECHo-1k design, while gure
4.2 (right) shows a photo of a fully micro fabricated ECHo-1k detector chip. As can
be seen in picture 4.2 2 readout channels at the top left and the bottom right of the
chip are temperature detectors. They have a double emander in which only one side
Temperature detectors
Detector bondpads
Gold bath
Detector,
pixel pair
Field and heater
 bondpads
Figure 4.2: ECHo-1k detector design.(left) Schematic design of the chip. (right) Real
picture of a micro fabricated ECHo-1k detector chip.
is equipped with a sensor. Because of that temperature changes of the full detector
chip induce a change of magnetization in this sensor. Therefore, by monitoring the
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output signal of this channel a direct information on the present temperature on the
chip can be extracted.
The bigger golden areas next to the pixel rows are the thermal baths, with a way
higher heat capacity then the detector ones. They are connected via small gold paths
(weak thermal links) with the single pixels. To reach a better thermalization of the
whole detector set up, small gold wires are bonded between the gold baths always
to the next neighbors. The big quadratic gold area in the middle top of the chip is
ten connected to the next small Au bath and to the copper support structure.
The single pixel has dimensions of 180µm × 180µm × 5µm. It is connected via 3
stems with the underlying sensor which is with 175µm × 175µm × 1.3µm slightly
smaller. One detector pixel has a heat capacity of about 3 pJ/K at 20mK. For each
pixel pair superconducting niobium lines connect the pixels with the bondpads for
the SQUID read out at the left and right edge of the chip. On the bottom of the
chip the eld and heater lines are placed. They are used to provide the persistent
current in the meanders. The chip is split in 4 independent quadrants, which have
their own eld and heater lines. One eld and heater line pair is used to provide the
persistent current in all pixels of one quadrant.
The design allows for a parallel read out with 36 read out SQUID's of all the detector
channels, like it is performed for this thesis, it furthermore allows to connect all
needed components for a microwave SQUID multiplexed read out, which will allow,
in future phases of ECHo, detector channel numbers up to 1000 per read out wiring.
A simulation of the detectors energy resolution was performed, based on the descrip-
tions in chapter 3. By considering the input parameters like the Er concentration in
the sensor material, the persistent current in the meander, the sensor height and the
actual noise density at the operating temperature of about 10mK this simulation
leads to an expected energy resolution of ∆EFWHM ≈ 3 eV.
The position of the pixels in long lines with a very small distance from each other
allow for a smooth implantation process. At RISIKO in Mainz [Kie19] the mass
separator has a beam size of roughly 0.7mm in diameter. This way the implantation
area on the chip can be scanned by the ion beam in rows. Furthermore, the space
between the implantation areas is kept small to achieve a high implantation eciency.
4.3 Implantation of 163Ho
The planned activity for the implantation process was 2Bq per pixel. For the im-
plantation itself, the chip was prepared in a way that only 57 pixels are implanted.
Left out are the temperature detectors, the two pixels to the left or right of the tem-
perature detectors and 7 more pixels called background (BG) pixels. The BG pixels
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always have their partner pixel belonging to one read out channel implanted with
163Ho . This way in situ background measurements and the presented measurement
in chapter 5 of the additional heat capacity due to 163Ho could be performed.
Both detector chips use gold absorbers. The preparation of these absorbers with
163Ho on a single chip basis is a non-standard technique and was developed within
this thesis. The absorber consists of two gold layers with 163Ho in between. The
thickness of this layers is in both cases 5µm below and above the 163Ho . With this
implantation geometry a 4π-encapsulation of gold surrounding the 163Ho is reached.
The detectors are fabricated to the rst 5 µm of gold with well-established clean
room techniques [Weg18]. In this shape the detector is fully functional and could
be used for e.g. x-ray measurements. After this the detectors are tested and the
once showing a good performance are ready for the implantation preparation. In the
following the necessary preparations for the implantation are described. The chips
are glued with photo resist on a glass plate which allows for safe handling of the chips
in the clean room for the further processes. Here two aspects are important. First,
the processed chip needs to be surrounded by a structure with the same height as the
detector chip with no signicant gap between the detector chip and the surrounding
structure as can be seen in gure 4.3 (right). This ensures a proper photo resist
photo resist ramp
detector chip
glass substrate
side view top view
Figure 4.3: Implantation preparation of the detector chip. (left) Side view of the chip
with photo resist ramp. (right) Top view of the chip with surrounding substrates of same
height.
distribution on the detector chip during the following micro structuring processes.
The detectors are spin coated with about 3000 rpm with photo resist and due to the
surface tension of the photo resist at the edges of the substrates side walls build up.
To avoid these walls at the detector chip, the surrounding chips are needed. The
walls eect the precision of the following photolitographic processes.
The photo resist is processed with a maskless aligner. The laser is abbreviated by a
non at photo resist surface. The other important detail are the photo resist ramps
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from the glass substrate to the detector chip, which can be seen in gure 4.3 (left).
They ensure a closed layer for all further sputtered metal layers. Which will become
important for the implantation process itself, explained later.
Once the detector chip is prepared like this the actual structuring process can start
as depicted in gure 4.4. In 4.4 (1.) a photo resist with a height of about 8µm is
side view
silicon substrate
photo resist
Ag:Er sensor
gold
163Ho
1. 2. 3. 4.
5. 6. 7.
100 nm Au 163Ho 100 nm Au
5 μm Au
Figure 4.4: Implantation processes for a single chip.
used, which matches the height of the absorbers above the detetcor substrate. This
way the structured squares of 150µm × 150µm on the 180µm × 180µm absorber
area of the ECHo-1k detector chip are well-dened. The 15µm to each border of the
absorber area ensure a 5µm encapsulation of the implanted 163Ho in all directions.
After these squares are structured 4.4 (2.) another 100 nm Au layer is sputtered
on the whole set up. This way the implantation area where the charge accumulates
during the ion implantation is electrically connected to the big surrounding gold
surface and the charge can be removed by a clamp to ground on the glass substrate
during the implantation process. To ensure the contact between the sputtered Au on
the glass substrate and the gold on the absorbers the photo resist ramps described
above are necessary. As (3.) step the actual 163Ho implantation process takes
place. Right after the implantation process 4.4 (4.) another 100 nm of gold are
sputtered to protect the implanted 163Ho before the further processing. In the next
step the photo resist is removed and only the 150µm × 150µm 163Ho and Au layer
on the absorber remains. Then a nal photo resist layer is structured similar to
the one in step (1.). Therefore, the detector chips need to be glued again on the
glass substrate, before a 165µm× 165µm square is structured on the absorbers 4.4
(5.). In these squares another 5µm of gold are sputtered 4.4 (6.). As already
mentioned the dierent square sizes ensure a 5µm thick gold layer in every direction
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around the 163Ho 4.4 (7.). This way a quantum eciency close to 100% is reached.
Furthermore, the chosen dimension guarantee safety margins which also ensure a
complete encapsulation if the squares are slightly miss-aligned. This procedure was
used for both detector designs with only slight changes.
With this geometry only every 10−9 163Ho decay suers from an energy loss. This
number is based on simulations performed by F. Mantegazzini [Vel19a]. Here the
integrated survival probability of 107 photons with an energy between 1.8 keV and
3 keV with a distribution following the 163Ho spectral shape is calculated with 10−5.
For this energy range the biggest photon loss is expected. And with a branching
ratio of about 10−4 for photons per decay this number can be given. The thickness
around the 163Ho is a optimization parameter. With a reduced thickness lower heat
capacities can be reached and therefore the detectors performance can be improved.
The desired implantation activity is about 10Bq per pixel. Simulations by L. Gamer
[Gam17] have shown that with an ion implantation as it is performed by RISIKO in
Mainz at the moment only activities of about 3Bq can be reached. This is caused
by the fact, that at a certain point every implanted 163Ho -ion sputters away an
already implanted 163Ho -ion. This limit might be overcome by an implantation of
163Ho together with pulsed laser deposited gold. A typical implantation depth for
the here used implantation parameters is about 5 nm.
4.4 Low temperature read out
The typical read out scheme used for MMCs consists of a 2-stage SQUID read out
[Dru07]. SQUIDs are very sensitive current sensors that allow to detect the change
of a magnetic ux ∆Φ created by a current Is in the input coil of the SQUID. The
working principle is based on the Josephson eect [Jos62] and a detailed description
can be found in [Cla04]. In the following just a brief overview over the used set up
will be given. It consists of 2 stages. The rst stage is a dc-SQUID, called front-end
SQUID, since it is directly connected to the detector chip. The second stage is a
series of N dc-SQUIDS working as low temperature, low noise voltage amplier.
4.4.1 Working principle of a dc-SQUID
A superconducting loop with two Josephson junctions make up a dc-SQUID. A
schematic drawing can be seen in picture 4.5 (left). The Josephson junctions are
non superconducting contacts which interrupt the superconducting loop and allow
ux to enter and leave the loop. They have a typical thickness of a few nm. A
hysteretic behavior of the SQUID is avoided by shunt resistors parallel to each of the
two junctions. For small bias currents Ib applied to the dc-SQUID Cooper pairs can
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Figure 4.5: (left) Schematic of dc-SQUID. The red dot marks a possible working point.
(mid) Voltage drop Vs across a dc-SQUID versus the applied bias current Ib of the dc-
SQUID.(right) Voltage drop Vs across a dc-SQUID versus the change of magnetic ux Φs
for a xed bias current.
tunnel through the thin barriers without any voltage drop. If the current exceeds
a critical current Ic a nite voltage drop can be measured. This critical current
Ic is dependent on the present magnetic ux Φ in the superconducting loop and
shows a periodic behavior for multiples of the magnetic ux quantum Φ0 = h/2e ≈
2.07 × 10−15 Wb. For Ib > Ic the current can no longer be carried only by Cooper
pairs but by quasi particles as well, both tunneling through the barrier. In picture
4.5 (mid) the corresponding voltage drop Vs across the SQUID is shown dependent
on the bias current Ib for multiples of Φ0 and (n+ 1/2)× Φ0. As depicted in gure
4.5 (right) this property leads to periodic change of voltage for change of ux. This
highly non-linear behavior needs to be linearized by a feedback loop so called ux
locked loop mechanism, which will be explained later.
4.4.2 Two-stage setup and linearization of the SQUID signal
One important parameter for all the presented measurements is the signal to noise
ratio. An amplier which adds only little additional noise is therefore advantageous.
For a single dc-SQUID readout the noise would be dominated by the read out elec-
tronics of the SQUID which is operated at room temperature. It provides the bias
current Ib and reads out the voltage drop Vs. The low noise ampliers operated at
low temperatures are realized by the 2nd stage, a N-SQUID series array. The read-
out scheme is depicted in gure 4.6. The dc-SQUID is color coded in violet and is
operated in voltage-bias mode, the N in series connected dc-SQUIDs working as low
temperature amplier (blue) are operated in a current-bias mode. The voltage drop
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Figure 4.6: Schematic of a 2 stage SQUID setup. In orange are the parts of the read out
electronics placed at room temperature. In violet is the front end SQUID and in pale blue
is the second amplier SQUID stage, both operated at mK temperature. ( c© D. Hengstler)
across that amplier module is read out by room temperature electronics1 (orange).
To linearize the signal a feedback mechanism is implemented that keeps the rst-
stage SQUID at a constant working point. All the current sources that are necessary
to operate the SQUIDs are also part of the room temperature electronics as can be
seen in picture 4.6. The second-stage SQUID array is operated with a bias current
Ib2 similar to the single dc-SQUID case. If all the N SQUIDs in series add up
coherently for the same magnetic ux, their Vs −Φs characteristic is N times higher
than the one of a single dc-SQUID in terms of Vs. To decrease the heat load next
to the detector, where the front-end dc-SQUID is mounted, and to match the low
impedance input of the 2nd-stage SQUID array the dc-SQUID is operated in a voltage
bias mode. Therefore, is the bias current Ib1 split between the front-end SQUID and
a gain resistor Rg. If Rg >> RSQUID then the resistance of the SQUID dened by
the working point, the voltage across the front-end SQUID stays almost constant
and only a small current I < Ib1 ows trough the SQUID and through the input
inductance of the SQUID array. This way a change of magnetic ux Φs in the front
end SQUID can be converted into a change of ux in the array. Since the gain resistor
Rg can be located quite far away from the connected MMC, the power dissipation
next to the detector can be minimized.
At this point the signal is amplied but still periodically for a change of ux Φs. By
1XXF-1 from Magnicon GmbH, Barkhausenweg 11, 22339 Hamburg, Germany
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a ux-locked loop technique the signal is linearized. A change of ux Φs generated
by an MMC in the front-end SQUIDs results in a change of current in the input
coil of the second-stage amplier SQUID. This creates an already amplied voltage
drop across the SQUID array, which is further amplied with respect to an oset
voltage Vb by a dierential room temperature amplier. This signal is integrated and
fed back to the 1st-stage SQUID via a feedback resistance Rfb. The corresponding
current Ifb ows through a feedback coil next to the 1st-stage SQUID and generates
a ux Ifb ×Mfb which compensates the initial change of ux ∆Φs. This way the
SQUID is kept at a constant working point in the Vs − Φs characteristics as can be
seen in gure 4.5 (right). The voltage drop across Rfb is then read out as linearized
signal. To reach a good S/N the voltage oset Vb is chosen in a way that the Vs−Φs
characteristics at the working point is the steepest and Ib1 and Ib2 are chosen that
the voltage swing is maximal.
4.5 ECHo-1k: holder and circuit board
The ECHo-1k detector chips is glued to copper support structure, which can be
mounted on the mixing chamber platform of the cryostat. Due to the good ther-
mal conductance of the support structure and the platform, the temperature of the
detector chip can be assumed to be the same as the one of the mixing chamber plat-
form down to a certain temperature, which can be determined by a magnetization
measurement. To improve the thermal contact between detector chip and copper
support structure gold wires are bonded between the thermal baths on the chip and
the underlying copper. The 1st-stage SQUIDs of the detectors for the read out are
glued as well next to the chips on the copper holder. These front-end SQUIDs are
connected via aluminum bonds with the detectors and the dedicated circuit board,
which is the connection to the rest of the read-out chain. The aluminum bonds are
kept as short as possible, since they introduce a parasitic inductance Lp, which in-
creases with longer bonds. This worsens the inductive coupling strengthMis between
SQUID and input coil and leads therefore to a smaller signal size. One prepared set
up can be seen in picture 4.7. Here the gold bonds between the gold heat baths
among each other and to the copper support structure as described in section 4.2
can be seen. Next to the detector the front end SQUID chips are located, each
providing 8 front end SQUIDS. Furthermore, a small slit in the copper structure
between the detector copper area and the SQUID copper area can be seen. Actually,
the SQUID chips are glued on small copper bars which can be placed in holes in the
copper support structure. They are xed with srews from the outside. This way the
SQUID chips can easily be exchanged if necessary without ungluing the whole set up.
Furthermore, no direct good thermal contact between detector and SQUID is present
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Figure 4.7: Detector chip together with front-end SQUIDs on a copper support structure,
bonded to the dedicated circuit board.( c© R. Hamann)
due to the slit. The aluminum bonds between these two are superconducting and
have therefore a comparable bad thermal conductance. This way energy dissipated
at the SQUIDs is prevented from directly owing to the detector.
The copper support structure and the corresponding circuit board have been designed
within this thesis. These parts are T-shaped, as can be seen in picture 4.8 a). This
way the whole set up can be shielded with an aluminum cup as it is shown in picture
4.8 c). The cup itself gets superconducting below 1.2K at the working temperature
of the whole set up and has a good ratio between opening diameter of about 3 cm
and a depth of 15 cm. This way external magnetic elds can not reach the front-
end SQUIDs and the detector chip with high uxes. The superconducting material
expels all magnetic elds and the loop of the cylinder part of the cup conserves all
magnetic uxes. This leads to screening currents which keep the ux at the site of
the detectors constant.
In picture 4.8 b) the used amplier module is shown, which hosts the 2nd-stage
SQUID read out. These modules are connected via superconducting wires with the
circuit board of the detector chip. Here 12 channels are mounted on one module.
Two array SQUIDs are hosted on one SQUID chip in the same superconducting cup.
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Figure 4.8: a) Detector chip mounted on the support copper structure, connected to the
T-shaped circuit board. b) 2nd-stage amplier module. c) Complete mounted experiment,
including a aluminum shielding around the detector chip.
These modules are shielded as well with tin plated copper. These materials allow
for a proper shielding, since the tin gets superconducting as well and the copper
guarantees a good thermal conductance to transport the dissipated heat from the
2nd-stage SQUIDs to the mixing chamber of the cryostat. The full in the cryostat
mounted and connected experiment can be seen in picture 4.8 c).
5. Measurement of the heat capacity of 163Ho ions
in Au
To reach a sub-eV sensitivity on the eective electron neutrino mass within ECHo a
163Ho energy spectrum with a good energy resolution and high statistics is needed.
To achieve that goal the activity per MMC pixel needs to be maximized and the
heat capacity per pixel needs to be minimized. The activity per detector should be
high to maximize the number of decays per pixel per time period, which will bring
more statistics with the same eort and therefore a higher sensitivity on the electron
neutrino mass as described in chapter 2.3. A higher activity will bring a higher
fraction of unresolved pile up events and an additional contribution to the total heat
capacity of the detector Cdet as well (see chapter 3.5). The heat capacity is a crucial
detector parameter since it determines the signal height with ∆T = ∆E/Cdet and
inuences the thermodynamic noise of the system. Because of this, the fundamental
limit of achievable energy resolution for MMC's is given by ∆EFWHM ∝
√
Cdet. As the
maximum allowed activity per pixel a is basically dened by the fraction of allowed
unresolved pile-up events fupu to about a = 10Bq per pixel still the question remains,
if such an implanted activity per pixel will spoil the needed energy resolution of the
MMC. To dene the optimal parameters for the ECHo experiment a measurement
of the heat capacity due to a xed number of 163Ho ions implanted in a detector was
performed. In the following the determination of the specic heat per Ho-ion in Au
as host material will be discussed and the maximum allowed activity per pixel will
be determined.
5.1 Experimental set up
The basic idea is to measure two identical MMC pixels, one with 163Ho implanted,
the other one without 163Ho . As describe in 3.1 the signal height and shape are
dependent on the thermodynamic systems which characterize the MMC. This allows
to extract some thermodynamic properties of the additional 163Ho in one of the
MMC's by comparing the signals for the exact same energy input. In particular, if
the signal shape due to a well-dened energy input of a pixel with implanted 163Ho is
compared to the one of a pixel without 163Ho , the contribution to the total heat
capacity due to the implanted 163Ho ions can be determined. For this measurement
an ECHo-1k detector chip was used, as described in chapter 4.2. This chip was
implanted with 163Ho at RISIKO in Mainz and the planned activity was about 1Bq.
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As described in chapter 4.2 the chip has 72 detector pixels connected to 36 read-
out channels gradiometrically. The chip was prepared in a way, that only 53 pixels
where implanted with 163Ho . For 7 double meander MMCs only one of the two pixels
of the gradiometer was implanted. This allows further in-situ background studies,
as described in chapter 7 and at the same time this asymmetric detectors can be
used for a 163Ho heat capacity measurement. The set up can be seen in picture
5.1. An external 55Fe calibration source was used to irradiate both pixels. For the
SQUID
55Fe - source
5 μm Au
lower half of absorber
5 μm Au
upper half of absorber
≈1 Bq 163Ho
ion implanted
gradiometric read-out coil
Figure 5.1: Schematic drawing of the experimental setup. One pixel is implanted with
163Ho , the other one not. The pixels are connected gradiometrically and read out by the
same front end SQUID. The signals are polarity coded.
characterization of the signal shape, pulses generated by the Kα photons at 5.89 keV
where used.
Due to the same read-out chain for both pixels from the front end SQUID onward,
dierences in signal height and shape due to the read out chain are minimized.
Furthermore, is the geometric dierence between these pixels minimized by the close
distance on the chip. This way dierences in geometry which might be introduced
during the fabrication process, e.g. small gradients in layer thicknesses, are reduced.
In fact the later measurement of this chip presented in chapter 7 shows, that the same
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energy input for a nominally symmetric pixel pair (both implanted with 163Ho )
belonging to the same gradiometric setup leads to an identical measured voltage
amplitude on a 2% level, checked for 11 pixel pairs.
In one pixel only photons from the 55Fe-source are measured while in the other
pixel also events due to the decays of 163Ho are measured. For several temperatures
between 10mK and 85mK the energy spectra have been obtained. The temperature
has been adjusted by resistive heating at the experimental platform in the cryostat
controlled by a PID-controller. Typically, the measurements were started after 10
minutes from the moment when the desired temperature was reached in order to avoid
the tail of the transient. The thermometer feeding the PID-controller was mounted
on the experimental platform. Already after 3 min. no signicant change of signal
amplitude for the MMC's for a xed energy could be seen. The temperature control
itself was regulated on a ±0.5 mK level, which was sucient for this experiment
and reduced the adjustment time for a planned temperature drastically. In principle
way better temperature stabilizations can be reached. The measurement took about
1 hour until roughly 1000 counts in the Kα-line of the 55Fe-source where reached.
In addition one longer measurement at 12mK has been performed to extract the
detectors performance and the activity of 163Ho in the implanted pixel. Furthermore,
the persistent current that is provided to create the static magnetic B-eld for the
Ag:Er sensor has been changed once from 20mA to 50mA.
5.2 HC of 163Ho -ions in Au: Results
The achieved energy resolution at 12mK was ∆EFWHM = 23.5 eV extracted from
the Kα-line at 5.89 keV as can be seen in gure 5.2. This result was obtained by
tting a convolution of the Gaussian detector response and the intrinsic Lorentzian
line-shape of the 55Fe - Kα line. The free tting parameter was the width of the
Gaussian detector response. This energy resolution is about 5 times higher than
the expected one following the simulations for this detector as described in 3. The
deviation can be explained by an increased read out noise which was specically
present in this measurement. The responsible parts in the read out chain have been
changed for all further measurements. However, the measured energy resolution in-
troduces an error on the amplitudes of the signals of about 0.07% and can therefore
be neglected. In good approximation is the amplitude A of the signal directly propor-
tional to 1/Ctot. A comparison of the amplitudes of the two pixels with and without
implanted holmium directly gives a dierence in heat capacity for two otherwise
identical MMC's.
In picture 5.3 two typical averaged pulses measured at 58mK with a provided current
of 20mA and an energy input of 5.89 keV for each pixel are shown. Given is the
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Figure 5.2: Energy spectrum of the 55Fe - Kα line measured at 12 mK with 50 mA
persistent current. This pixel contained 163Ho . The detector energy resolution at 5.89 keV
is ∆EFWHM = 23.5 eV.
output voltage at the end of the read out chain versus time for the triggered signal.
The time window was chosen to be about 2ms in total, which allows to resolve the
fast rise time of the signal. In blue is the signal of the MMC with 163Ho implanted
and black is the signal of the pixel without 163Ho . The rise time of both pulses
is about 1µs. This time is not the intrinsic rise time of about 100 ns as expected
from the coupling of the electron system to the spin system of the sensor material
described by the Korringa constant as presented in chapter 3.2.2, but is limited by
the low pass behavior of the readout chain. Both pulses show a typical decay time
of several ms. A slightly longer decay time is observed for the pixel with implanted
163Ho . As described in chapter 3.4.2 this decay time can be approximated for MMCs
with τd ≈ Cdet/Glink. The heat conductivity Glink dened by the weak thermal link
is by design the same for both pixels. The larger decay time τd can therefore be
explained with a larger heat capacity Cdet for the pixel implanted with 163Ho .
The signal in the pixel with 163Ho implanted is signicant smaller for the same energy
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Figure 5.3: Signal comparison between the pixel with 163Ho and without 163Ho at 58 mK
and 20 mA persistent current for the same energy input of 5.89 keV. The shown signals are
an average of about 1000 pulses.
input. Furthermore, an additional fast decay time in the 10 µs range can be seen,
which is not present for the pixel without 163Ho implanted. Figure 5.4 shows the
signal shapes for the two pixels for all measured temperatures within a 2ms time
window for a) and b). In gure 5.4 c) and c), the time window is 40µ s and the y-axis
is logarithmic. Shown is the digitized voltage signal. In the top row in gure 5.4 a)
and b) is shown, that for all measured temperatures the pixel with 163Ho implanted
always has a signicant smaller amplitude for the same energy input. Furthermore,
the amplitude of the signals for both pixels changes for the change of temperature of
the thermal bath especially from 16mK to 11mK, which allows to conclude that the
chip temperature still follows the bath temperature. This was achieved with a very
good thermal coupling of the detector chip to the thermal bath via gold bonds. In
both gures a change of the long decay time τd ≈ 10ms for higher temperatures to
faster decay times can be observed. As mentioned above, this time is approximated
with τd ≈ Cdet/Glink and the decrease for higher temperatures for such an MMC
detector is expected [Fle03].
In the lower row in gure 5.4 c) and d) both pixel signals show the expected behavior
of a decrease of decay time in the ms range due to the change of heat capacity
with temperature and the change of thermal conductance of the weak thermal link
as described in 3.2.2. The fast decay time present in the signal of the pixel with
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163Ho implanted is temperature dependent as can be seen in picture 5.4 d). For
temperatures up to 16mK this fast decay is not noticeable. From 36mK to 83mK
it changes from about τr = 10µs to τr = 5µs. This behavior can be explained
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Figure 5.4: a) and b) show signals from the pixels without and with 163Ho for 5.89 keV
energy input for dierent bath temperatures. The persistent current was 20 mA. c) and
d) show the corresponding zoom of the to maximum of the signals. The voltage is plotted
here on a logarithmic scale. The signals have been scaled and shifted to have the maximum
at the same position at 1.
by an extension of the schematic heat capacity drawing 5.5. The new extended
scheme is shown in gure 5.5. By introducing another heat capacity system Cho
connected to the heat capacity system of the electrons Ce this fast decay time can
be explained. As described in chapter 3.2.2 for a thermodynamic system with two
sub-systems connected to a thermal bath the signal shape can be described by just
two time constants. To introduce a new time constant, another sub system needs
to be added. The new sub system Cho corresponding to this new decay time is
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Figure 5.5: Drawing of the thermal subsystems present in the MMC with 163Ho implanted.
most probably introduced by the implanted holmium ions. As described in chapter
3.2.2 the measured signal is proportional to the change of magnetization due to a
temperature change in the system of the Er-ions Cer. The thermalization of the
electron system Ce and Cer happens on a ns timescale, afterwards the whole system
thermalizes on a ms timescale with the thermal bath. If now an additional heat
capacity system Cho is coupled on a microsecond timescale to Ce, Ce and Cer will
still thermalize very fast and the maximum amplitude of the signal will correspond
to the heat capacity of the two sub systems following A ∝ E/(Ce +Cer). Now these
two sub systems together thermalize with Cho on a µs timescale which drops the
amplitude fast, since now the energy is distributed among all three subsystems.
The interesting amplitude, which has the heat capacity information of all three sub-
systems needs therefore to be extracted by the amplitude corresponding to the signal
decaying with the ms timescale to the bath. Since all thermalization processes start
at once the amplitude of the ms signal, already starts to decay once the energy is
deposited. To extract the full amplitude corresponding to the heat capacity of all
three sub systems the ms decay needs to be tted and extrapolated to the beginning
of the pulse. So for every temperature the amplitude of the signal with 163Ho was
extracted by tting an exponential decay to the signal, excluding the rst fast decay
and extrapolating this t to t = 0, the time of the energy input.
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5.3 Relative contribution of implanted Ho-ions to the HC of
an MMC
The most important quantity for the ECHo project in this measurement is the rela-
tive change of heat capacity of the detector system due to 163Ho . It is given with:
Aw/o − AHo
AHo
=
Cho − Cw/o
Cw/o
=
∆C
Cw/o
(5.1)
This quantity was calculated for every temperature for both persistent currents as
shown in gure 5.6. The label ∗w/o describes the corresponding quantity of the pixel
without implanted 163Ho . While the qualitative behavior for the two provided
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Figure 5.6: The relative change of the total detector heat capacity Cw/o due to the
implanted 163Ho for dierent temperatures and dierent persistent currents.
currents is almost identical the curve for the 50 mA current is shifted towards higher
temperatures. This is expected since here the relative change of heat capacity is
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plotted. While the heat capacity of the electron system Ce and the heat capacity of
the holmium system Cho is not aected by a higher magnetic eld due to a higher
provided persistent current, the heat capacity of Er-ion system Cer increases.
The implanted activity was estimated with a = 0.9 Bq extracted from the long
measurement by the number of counts in the MI resonance line of the 163Ho energy
spectrum and the total time of the measurement. Here the simple 7 resonances
163Ho theory was assumed to calculate the relative spectral weight of the MI reso-
nance line. This way the measured activity can be scaled to the total amount of
implanted activity with a = 0.9 Bq. For this amount of holmium an increase of
about 4 % in total heat capacity of the detector was measured at 20mK.
For optimal read out conditions, where the energy resolution is determined by the
thermal uctuations of the heat capacity systems, a 2% worsened energy resolution
then without 163Ho can be expected for about 1 Bq of 163Ho , following ∆EFWHM ∝√
Ctot. This change is negligible small.
5.4 Specic heat per Ho-ion in Au
To extract an absolute value for the single pixel, the voltage signal needs to be con-
verted into a temperature signal by knowing the calibrating magnetization curve mea-
sured as change of voltage per change of temperature. Once the temperature pulse is
obtained, the total heat capacity of the detector can be extracted by the analysis of
the temperature due to a known energy input following ∆T = ∆E/Cdet. Of course
is the heat capacity Cdet temperature dependent as well, but can be considered to be
constant in good approximation for the typical ∆T = 1mK and Tbath > 10mK. The
energy input is well known with 5.89 keV as energy position of the main photon peak
of the used 55Fe source. The absolute change of temperature is dependent on the
magnetization ∆M/∆T of the sensor material and the coupling factors between the
change of magnetization in the meander and the nal change of voltage measured at
the ADC. The coupling factor of 3.83V/φ0 was measured for the here used detector
channel. The magnetization can be measured with the temperature channel present
on the ECHo-1k detector chip. This channel follows as well the gradiometric design
but on the one meander only the Ag:Er temperature sensor is present and on the
other pixel just the bare meander is realized. This way changes of temperature on
the substrate lead to a change of output voltage at the SQUID electronics. For this
measurement the mixing chamber of the cryostat is heated to about 600mK for 5
minutes, to ensure that the whole experimental platform and especially the detec-
tor chip has a comparable temperature. Then the heater is switched o and the
whole system cools down again to the base temperature of the cryostat. Due to the
good thermal coupling of the detector chip to experimental platform the temperature
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of the detector chip follows the temperature of the experimental platform down to
10mK. Clearly this change of temperature leads to a change of magnetization in the
sensor of the temperature pixel, which in turn leads to a change of voltage on the
output of the SQUID read out. This change of magnetization is only dependent on
the distribution and number of Er-ions in the sensor and the B−eld distribution
due to the applied current in the meander and the meander shape. In gure 5.7
a) the change of ux in the input coil of the front-end SQUID is shown versus 1/T
(solid lines). The output voltage is converted into this change of ux by the charac-
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Figure 5.7: a) (solid lines) Magnetization of the temperature detector on the ECHo-1k
chip for 20 mA and 50 mA frozen in current. (dashed lines) Simulation of the magnetization
of the MMC system. b) Magnetization of a symmetric gradiometric pixel pair.
teristics of this specic read out chain. A numeric simulation of the sensor material
for feedback parameters and the meander and sensor geometries of the discussed
detector gives the dashed line as the expected change of ux. In this simulation the
interaction of the Er-ions in a B-eld enters [Fle03], as well as the sensor geometry,
the measured Er concentration of the sensor and the persistent current. Since the
behavior of the Er-ion system was simulated for Er in Au, scaling laws deduced in
[Hen17] have been applied as well, to account for the Ag host material. Theory and
experimental data are in very good agreement. In gure 5.7 b) the magnetization of
a nominally symmetric pixel pair is shown. As can be seen small asymmetries in this
pixel pair lead to a nite change of magnetization. The persistent current for this
measurement was 35mA. The expected error for the magnetization measurement of
the detector is given by the comparison of the two magnetization measurements with
about 1%.
Now for every amplitude at a certain temperature for a provided current the slope
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of this magnetization curve can be extracted as ∆M/∆T to calculate the absolute
change of temperature.
The dierence of the two amplitudes can then be considered to be the amplitude
corresponding to the heat capacity of the 163Ho system and an absolute value for
the heat capacity for both used currents can be given. The result is plotted in gure
5.8. As expected no signicant deviation for the two persistent currents can be seen.
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Figure 5.8: Total heat capacity due to 163Ho for dierent temperatures and persistent
currents.
The error in the input energy is well below 1 % as explained above, the error of the
slope of the ux in the SQUID as well the error on the coupling factors of the read
out chains are in the order of 1 %. Together with the maximum dierence of about
2% in signal amplitude between 2 pixels belonging to the same gradiometric set up
measured for 11 pixel pairs, the error on the total heat capacity of the holmium
system is calculated. The error on the temperature is about 0.5mK.
This measurement ts quite well with measurements done by M. Herbst and A.
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Reifenberger [Vel19b] as can be seen in gure 5.9. The data for bulk holmium is taken
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Figure 5.9: The change of the specic heat per Holmium atom versus temperature for
dierent concentration of Au:Ho. The 3%-sample is the in this thesis measured specic
heat.
from [Wil69]. Note that all other here presented measurements where performed with
165Ho, which should behave exactly like 163Ho in terms of thermodynamic properties,
since 165Ho as a nuclear moment of I = 7/2 as well.
As explained in [Wil69] is the specic heat of bulk holmium well understood. In
bulk holmium only crystal eld eects and hyperne splitting play a signicant role
for the heat capacity at low temperatures. Both eects give rise to a Schottky
anomaly. This anomaly occurs for two level systems naturally. For low temperatures
only the ground state is occupied. With increasing temperature more and more
electrons can occupy the excited state, more possible energy states are available,
which corresponds to a broad peak in heat capacity. For higher temperatures both
energy levels are more and more evenly occupied which decreases the heat capacity
again. The Schottky peak for bulk holmium is at about 250 mK with a height of
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about 0.9 kB. The dipole-dipole interaction and the RKKY interaction do not play
a signicant role.
The xHo ≈ 3% sample measured within this thesis follows almost completely the
curve for bulk holmium, which leads to the conclusion, that in this sample the
hyperne splitting and the crystal eld contribution to the heat capacity play a
major role. However, the measured data lies slightly above the specic heat of
bulk holmium over the entire measurement range, most notably at around 40 mK.
The average 163Ho concentration of xHo ≈ 3% can be calculated by the measured
activity, which allows to deduce a number of total 163Ho -ions and the implantation
volume, which is simulated in [Gam17]. These simulations show as well that small
spacial deviations in concentration down to 1 % are possible. In general have samples
with a rather low concentration of Ho-ions in average a larger distance between the
holmium atoms, holmium-holmium interactions are therefore signicantly weaker
and the resulting eects of this holmium-holmium interactions manifest themselves at
lower temperatures. The corresponding contribution to the heat capacity is no longer
hidden underneath the Schottky anomaly of the hyperne splitting and the crystal
eld eects. We thus observe a clear shoulder around 90 mK for the xHo ≈ 0.12%-
sample. Due to the areas with lower concentrations in the xHo ≈ 3%-sample, this
eect can also be seen for this measurement.
Due to a dierent measurement technique the samples with lower holmium concen-
tration could be measured across the entire Schottky anomaly. By comparing these
results with the xHo ≈ 3%-sample it gets obvious that the obtained heat capacities
for the xHo ≈ 3%-sample and the xHo ≈ 1.2%-sample are in very good agreement.
Due to the two completely independent measurements techniques two conclusions
can be drawn. While the here presented measurement technique works on a µs to
ms time scale the measurement technique for the other samples has a time scale
of minutes. Due to this fact it is likely that all for the heat capacity the relevant
processes have relaxation times of ms. Therefore, the xHo ≈ 3%-sample should
follow the xHo ≈ 1.2%-sample and have a maximum at about 300 mK. The second
conclusion is the fact that the implantation process itself seems not to inuence the
heat capacity of the detector on a signicant level by e.g introducing defects in the
Au matrix.
5.4.1 Signicance for the ECHo Project
This results of the specic heat per Ho-ion in Au have 3 implications for the ECHo
project, which are presented in the following.
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Holmium Concentration
The holmium concentration has a direct impact on the specic heat of the material.
For temperatures T . 50 mK, higher holmium concentrations of xHo < 2% are
advantageous, since they provide a lower heat capacity. The simulations of the
implantation process of 163Ho [Gam17] have shown, that for the current implantation
procedure a saturation at about 3Bq is expected due to back scattering eects, while
the benecial holmium concentrations of above 2 % are reached. This procedure will
be changed to overcome the saturation eect by the co-implantation of Au. At this
point an optimization towards holmium concentrations above 2 % is preferable.
Temperature
The typical operating temperature of an MMC is about T ≤ 20 mK. At this low
temperature the additional heat capacity due implanted 163Ho is small. Just taking
in consideration this heat capacity contribution lower temperatures are even more
preferable, although the eect gets marginal.
Activity a per pixel
With the absolute value for the specic heat per Ho-ion in Au a maximal allowed
activity a per pixel can be estimated, under the assumption that the heat capacity
due to implanted 163Ho is kept below the sum of the heat capacities of absorber
and sensor. This amount of total heat capacity still allows for an acceptable energy
resolution. The here measured xHo ≈ 3%-sample yields a heat capacity of 3.3 pJ K−1
at 20 mK for the non-implanted pixel of the gradiometric set-up. From gure 5.9 a
specic heat per 163Ho ion of 0.05 kB at T = 20 mK can be extracted for the typical
MMC with implanted 163Ho used in ECHo. This allows implanting of about 37 Bq
(equivalent to 5× 1012 163Ho ions), before the combined heat capacity of sensor and
absorber is reached. The planned activity of about a = 10Bq per pixel [Gas17] is
therefore no problem. This a = 10Bq per pixel corresponds to about 40 % more
total heat capacity of the MMC at 20mK, which worsens the energy resolution by
a factor ∆EFWHM ∝
√
Ctot =
√
1.4 ≈ 1.2, if the energy resolution is determined by
the thermodynamic energy uctuations of the system for an ideal read out chain.
6. Experimental Results: Modane
In 2014 an MMC detector chip could be operated in the underground laboratory
in Modane1. The goal of this measurement was to compare the performance of the
detectors obtained in the underground lab with the one obtained operating the same
detector in the laboratory of the Kircho-Institute for Physics above ground in terms
of signal shape, energy resolution and background.
.
6.1 maXs-20 detector array with implanted 163Ho
A maXs-20 detector-chip was used for this experiment as described in chapter 4.1.
The results of this measurement are compared with a measurement above ground
presented in [Has16] with the exact same detector chip.
The 163Ho ion implantation was performed at ISOLDE, CERN in an oine process.
For this implantation a chemically puried Ho-source was used [Dor18]. No radioac-
tive contaminants besides 166mHo were detected by an x-ray measurement. 166mHo
was present on a level of 10−4 compared to 163Ho . After the mass selection during
the ion implantation of 163Ho , we expect no radioactive contamination on a relevant
level anymore.
The used maXs-20 detector included the described stems, which should reduce dras-
tically the athermal phonon loss to the substrate after a decay. This athermal phonon
loss lead to low energy tails in the spectral shape of 163Ho , observed in a previous
experiment with MMCs implanted with 163Ho [Ran17]. Already in [Has16] have
been shown that these low energy tails are reduced to a not noticeable level with the
introduction of stems.
In the underground lab the experiment is shielded by rock with 4800m of water
equivalent. There the number of impinging cosmic muons in the detector should be
reduced by a factor of 106. This allows a direct comparison of the background rate
from this below ground measurement with a second measurement performed in a lab
in Heidelberg at sea level. It should indicate the need to perform the high statistics
measurements below ground or with an active muon veto.
We were able to obtain a very clean 163Ho spectrum in the underground lab with
no radioactive contamination visible on the sensitivity level that was reached during
1http://www.lsm.in2p3.fr/
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Figure 6.1: Typical triggered pulse, 16384 samples, 2 ms time window, 0.5 ms time window
before the signal was triggered.
the measurements (see picture 6.2 a)). The measured activity per pixel was about
0.18Bq. Four pixels were operated for 4 days for this underground measurement.
The measurement above ground had 2 working pixels measured for 24 hours. For the
data obtained a dedicated analysis structure has been established, which has been
used for the second 163Ho energy spectrum measurement as well presented in chapter
7. In the following the applied steps are discussed from the single event data to the
nal 163Ho energy spectrum.
6.2 Data reduction
The single events are acquired with an ADC in a triggered mode. Whenever a change
in voltage exceeds a certain threshold, the signal is recorded with a sampling rate
of 125MHz, an oversampling of 16 and a sample length of 16384. A typical pulse
is shown in picture 6.1 (black). Here the rst 4196 samples are recorded before
the signal was triggered (pre-trigger). The distance from zero to the mean of the
pre-trigger is called pre-trigger oset (PTO). The signal has a typical rise time of
τr = 1µs and decays within τd ≈ 5ms. The rise time τr was limited by a low pass
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lter, introduced by the read out chain and does not correspond to the intrinsic rise
time of the detector. In a rst order approximation, where the change of temperature
due to a signal is much smaller then the bath temperature ∆T << Tbath the signal
shape is energy independent as described in 3.1. Figure 6.2 d) shows three single
pulses corresponding to a deposited energy of 0.4 keV, 2.04 keV and 6.5 keV. These
are normalized in amplitude. The template pulse, obtained by averaging about 1000
pulses of energy 2.04 keV is super imposed as well. The 4 traces have over the full
time window the exactly same shape. The only visible dierence is the noise of the
signal which is constant for all pulses, but scales with the scaling factor A in this
picture. Due to small changes in signal height and shape for dierent pixels and
dierent read out chains the corresponding sub data sets analyzed individually.
For every data set a template t is performed, where the template is generated out
of about 1000 triggered signals with an energy of 2.04 keV. The generated template
is a noise reduced pulse as depicted in 6.1 (orange). The template is used to t every
single recorded pulse belonging to one data set, having just a relative amplitude A
and a PTO shift as free t parameters. During this t several additional parameters
are determined, like the a χ2-value as a measure on how similar the reference template
is to the single tted pulse. The χ2-value is a good indicator for dierences in pulse
shape. The colors in gure 6.2 d) of the signals match the colored circles in gure
6.2 b). There the relative amplitude A is plotted versus the χ2-value of the t.
Signals with the same signal shape cluster around a χ2-value, for this data set around
6.5 × 10−4. This fact allows the rst reduction of the data to exclude events with
a dierent pulse shape. The higher the χ2-value, the bigger the dierence in signal
shape. In gure 6.2 c) a signal with relatively high χ2-value is shown. In particular
this is a pile-up event where after a decay in one pixel, a second decay occurred in
the second pixel of the double meander. Therefore, the second signal has opposite
polarity. Again the color of the signal matches with the color of the circle in gure
6.2 b) which denotes the position of the signal in the rel. amplitude vs. χ2 plot. This
signal is a pile-up event where a second pulse in the other meander of the detector
is visible during the event since both pixels are read out by the same SQUID. With
the assumption that most of the triggered signals are "good" events a centroid of the
χ2-values can be automatically found and used to apply a 5σ cut. After the mean
of the centroid is determined only 5σ-band around the mean is kept. The centroid
can be seen in the histogram of the χ2-values in gure 6.2 e). The mean-value of
the χ2-distribution is indicated by the red line in gure 6.2 e) & b). The orange
dashed lines denote the 5σ band. With this cut about 99% of the data is kept. The
5σ cut is a trade o between the need to keep as much signals as possible and to
exclude as much background signals as possible. Assuming a Gaussian distribution
around the mean of cloud the 5σ seem to be reasonable as can be seen in picture 6.2
e). Especially towards lower energies, the χ2-value calculated from the t is not a
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Figure 6.2: a) 163Ho energy spectrum. b) Relative signal amplitude versus the χ2-value
of the template t. c) Pile-up event. d) Three events with dierent energies scaled to one.
e) Histogram of the χ2-values.
very precise measure for background events. This is due to the low signal to noise
ratio (S/N) for this region. Here more advanced techniques like a Kalman lter or
machine learning algorithms could be used to achieve a better distinction between
real and unwanted signals.
The next step is a pre-trigger oset correction. As can be seen in gure 6.3 showing
the mean of the pre-trigger versus time for one detector pixel the PTO is not stable
over time but presents a well-dened jump due to a change of working point in of the
SQUID read out. It stays for several hours at one level and jumps then to another
level. This can happen several times during one acquisition to several dierent
values of the PTO. As described in chapter 4.4 the SQUID read out is linearized by
a feedback loop. The working point of the SQUID is chosen to be at the steepest
slope of the φ-V curve. Due to the sinusoidal character of this curve this point is not
unique due to a discrete oset in V. The in gure 6.3 shown jumps correspond well
to the measured 3.6V/φ0, which gives exactly the dierence in V for two working
points of the SQUID. In principle, due to the same slope at any of these working
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Figure 6.3: Pre-trigger oset versus time of a single data sub set.
points, the read out characteristics should be the same for any discrete oset of V .
A dierent working has a dierent gain. This needs to be corrected by splitting the
data sets in sub-les corresponding to time intervals with the same PTO. For future
experiments these jumps might be reduced a lot by a well stabilized temperature and
an improved electromagnetic shielding of the read out chain. In picture 6.3 the PTO
is for 12 h at about −1.8V, then jumps to an PTO-level of +1.8V for 4 h, and jumps
back again for the last 4 h. Even for the in principle identical PTO-level of −1.8V
the data les need to be split, since they have a small dierence in gain before and
after the jump to +1.8V. This can lead to very small sub sets of data, which can
later on not be processed any further, since it is necessary to recognize the spectral
shape of 163Ho for further calibration for each data set. In addition, PTO jumps
corresponding to a fraction of φ0 have been observed and could be due to parasitic
magnetic eld coupling to the SQUID. Also these have been corrected. As discussed
in chapter 3.1 the signal shape and height are temperature dependent.
Although the temperature of the mixing chamber of a dilution refrigerator where the
experiment was mounted was temperature stabilized small drifts of the chip temper-
ature occurred. These are corrected in the following step. In a perfect scenario the
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Figure 6.4: PTO versus the relative amplitude of single events. (left) Before the temper-
ature correction. Marked in red are the signals belonging to the MI resonance line. (right)
After the temperature correction.
detectors with their gradiometric pixel design are insensitive to global temperature
changes. In reality small dierences which evolve during the fabrication process of
the detectors leave a very small sensitivity to the substrate temperature. This infor-
mation can be recovered by the PTO-value which slightly drifts with a temperature
change. This eect is independent of the change of working point of the read out
SQUID. Since the PTO is already corrected for jumps it can be used to search for
the temperature drift. In gure 6.4 left the PTO is plotted versus the relative am-
plitude of single events. A small change of bath temperature changes slightly the
heat capacity of the detector and therefore the signal height changes as well slightly.
This change can be followed by the PTO as seen in the here presented gure. For a
specic resonance line, e.g. rel. amp. = 1 (MI) a slight slope can be seen. A linear
t of this region, taking only the signals belonging to the MI resonance line, is shown
in blue. The linear t function describing this slope
A(PTO) = a× PTO + b (6.1)
can be determined and used to divide the relative amplitude of every single event
by this function dependent on the PTO-value measured for the event. This way a
temperature drift can be corrected. The result can be seen in gure 6.4 right.
The last step of data treatment is the energy calibration. Up to this point only the
relative amplitude of every single event was considered. The next step is to nd the
correlation between this amplitude and the actual input energy. One way to nd
this correlation is to use a source with a well know resonance energy. For MMCs
optimized for energies up to 20 keV typically a 55Fe-source is used which shows the
x-ray resonance lines Kα,1 with energy of 5.898 keV, Kα,2 with an energy of 5.887
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Figure 6.5: Detector linearity.(left) The resonance positions in the measured
163Ho relative amplitude spectrum versus the in [Ran17] determine positions of the res-
onances in energy are shown. (right) The deviation to a linear correlation between these
two peak positions is shown.
keV and Kβ at 6.490 keV. An 55Fe-source was used in a previous experiment to pre-
cisely determine the positions of the 163Ho resonances [Ran17]. In that experiment
the assumption was, that these resonances have in a rst order approximation a
symmetric line shape, which allows to determine the position of the peak by a t of
the data with a convolution of the Gaussian detector response and the Lorentzian
line shape of the resonance. Due to this calibration for his and the following exper-
iments the 163Ho resonance lines can be used as calibration points. Of course has
this calibration it's limits and needs to be improved by considering new descriptions
of the theoretical 163Ho spectrum and when a better energy resolution is achieved.
For the following calibration of the energy spectra of 163Ho it is more then sucient.
For the calibration a histogram of the relative amplitudes is generated. Then the
MI, MII and NI resonance lines are identied. The MI line is tted with a Voigt
function2 to determine the exact position of the peak. Then the position of the
peak is scaled to the corresponding central energy of the MI line (2.040 keV). With
this a rst linear calibration is done. The non-linearity of the used detectors is very
small, but nevertheless it can be corrected. In gure 6.5 left the in Ranitzsch et
al. [Ran17] determined central energies of the 163Ho resonances versus the central
relative amplitude of the resonance peaks determined by a Gaussian are is plotted.
The correlation is almost linear as expected. A small deviation from this behavior
can be seen in gure 6.5 right with about 0.31 % at 2 keV. This deviation has a
2Voigt function as the convolution of the Gaussian detector response with the intrinsic
Lorentzian line width of the resonance.
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quadratic behavior which can be understood by the thermodynamic properties of
the detector. As given by equation 3.2 the signal height is determined by the change
of magnetization δM
δT
of the sensor material and the total heat capacity of the detec-
tor Ctot. These parameters are only slightly temperature dependent for the typical
working conditions of an MMC as seen by the good linearity. Nevertheless, a small
quadratic deviation is expected as described in [Bat16]. The correlation between an
amplitude A and the input energy E is given for the presented data set in gure 6.5
by:
A(E) = 1.0031 · E + 1.55 · 103 · E2 (6.2)
This function is determined for every single data set and then corrected for to get a
linear correlation between input energy E and the relative amplitude A.
Afterwards some sanity checks are performed on the single data sets. The detector
energy resolution ∆EFWHM for the main resonances MI and NI are extracted by t-
ting again a Voigt function, where the width of the corresponding Gaussian detector
response is left as a free t parameter. This allows to identify data sets with a wors-
ened energy resolution. These data sets can then be analyzed by hand and can be
excluded from the main spectrum if necessary. A diering energy resolution can be
caused by a slightly higher read out noise or by low statistics in a data set. When
the data set does not allow to identify the resonances of the 163Ho energy spectrum
this can e.g. result in diering energy resolution values. For this data sets the en-
ergy resolutions cluster around ∆EFWHM = 9 eV for the NI resonance line. Here all
data sets with an identical energy resolution of 9 eV within their tting error are
considered.
The background of the data sets is checked next. Therefore, the number of events
in two energy intervals of the 163Ho spectrum is determined. First from 2.9 keV,
slightly above the expected QEC-value, to 5.8 keV. In this energy interval unresolved
pile up events described in chapter 2.3.1 are expected. Here the distribution of these
events over the data sets is checked. If one data set shows signicant more events
than other pixels the analysis steps are re-done and this is investigated further. A
possible reason could be a dierent detector signal rise time due toa problem withthe
read out chain or a damaged pixel. For this measurement there was no obvious
deviation in this value for the data sets. The next interval is from 5.8 keV to 6.8 keV,
which is dened by the maximal measured energy for this particular measurement.
The upper limit of 6.8 keV for the energy interval is set by the maximal measured
PTO-level of 2V. The used ADC as a maximum Voltage acceptance of 2.5V. So
a pulse height of maximal 0.5V is allowed before the signals start to get cut o.
This signal height corresponds to an energy of 6.8 keV. In this energy interval no
163Ho events and no pile up events are expected. So every event that survives the
cut and calibration phase in this region is caused by an external background source,
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like cosmic muons, which are suppressed due to the 4800m water equivalent above
the detector, or natural radioactivity in the surrounding of the detector. Again, if a
single data set shows a signicant dierent value than the others, it can be further
analyzed or even excluded. Another interesting value is the amplitude ratio of the
MI and NI resonances. It should be same for all data sets and should be dened by
theory at least on a few percent level. A possible deviation can be e.g. caused by
an improper χ2-cut, which cuts more events from one resonance then from the other
one. At this point the small data sets are calibrated and checked in a way, that they
can be added up to one energy spectrum.
6.3 163Ho energy spectrum
After all these checks the data sets are nally combined to the 163Ho energy spectrum.
Here the energy resolution of the single data sets can be kept. The summed spectra
are then further analyzed. The nal spectrum has 275 000 counts between 250 eV
and 6.8 keV and a detector energy resolution of ∆EFWHM = 9.0 ± 0.4 eV at the NI
resonance line was achieved as can be seen in gure 6.6. The value was extracted
by the t of a Voigt function. The resonance line NI is chosen since the theoretical
line shape is clear with the present knowledge of theory. The error for the energy
resolution is purely statistical. Systematic eects due to a not precise theory are not
included.
6.3.1 Unresolved pile-up
As already explained in the energy interval between 2.9 keV and 5.8 keV the most
prominent background should be due to unresolved pile up events. Here 1 count is
found. To extract a pile up fraction for this number of counts an auto convolution
of the measured spectrum is done. This pile up spectrum is then multiplied with a
global scaling factor in a way, that the integral of the spectrum between 2.9 keV and
5.8 keV equals the number of measured counts in this interval. Then the unresolved
pile-up fraction is given by the ratio of the two integrals for the full energy scale for the
data and the scaled pile-up spectrum. The resulting pile-up fraction is fpu = 3×10−6,
which is one order of magnitude away from the expected fraction of unresolved pile-
up events fpu = t × a = 0.18 × 10−6 with the measured activity a of 0.18 Bq and a
rise time τr of 1 µs. Since here only one event was measured, this deviation might
be explained by statistical uctuations or the measured event is not an unresolved
pile-up event. A comparison with the above ground measurement [Has16] with the
same detector is not possible, due to the low acquired statistics of only 17500 counts
in the spectrum. 0 events have been measured between 2.9 keV and 5.8 keV.
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Figure 6.6: Measured NI resonance line of the full 163Ho energy spectrum overlaid with a
Voigt function t, which allows to extract an energy resolution.
6.3.2 Background analysis
In this spectrum one count above 5.8 keV is present, which can not be explained by
unresolved pile-up events. The count between 5.8 keV and 6.8 keV is a background
event not induced by the 163Ho decay itself. To calculate a background level the
number of counts in a certain energy level is considered to have a at probability
distribution, meaning the probability for a certain energy for an event is the same
for all energies. Since the event between 2.9 keV and 5.8 keV can also be caused by
an external background, both events between 2.9 keV and 6.8 keV are considered for
the deduced background level. Then an upper limit for a background level can be
given by assuming a Poisson distribution of the events. For 2 counts between 2.9 keV
and 6.8 keV a background level limit of below BG < 2 × 10−5 events/pixel/eV/day
can be given. For the above ground measurement a background level with 0 counts
between 2.9 keV and 6.8 keV in 24 h of BG < 2 × 10−4 events/pixel/eV/day can be
deduced. At he present limit no statement about possible cosmic muon events in the
detector can be made.
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The measurement presented in chapter 7 with a comparable absorber size above
ground has shown a background rate of about BG < 1× 10−6 events/pixel/eV/day.
Therefore, it can be stated, that at the present level of statistics no dierence between
the by rock shielded experiment and an experiment above ground can be found. Due
to the small number of background events no nite answer for the need of a muon
shielding or active muon veto can be given.
6.3.3 163Ho theory
This high statistic spectrum with a good energy resolution triggered improvements
on the atomic description of the 163Ho energy spectrum. Up to this point there
have been attempts to describe the 163Ho spectrum with various theories. Here to
mention are the 2-hole excitation theory presented by A. Faessler et al. [Fae14] and
the shake-o theory introduced by A. DeRujula et al. [DR15]. In the 2-hole theory
not only the 7 resonance lines due to an electron capture from one of the allowed
shells are present but during the capture process some energy can create a second hole
in a shell by exciting another electron to an upper shell. The dysprosium can then
reach its ground state by lling the two holes, which gives rise to new discrete peaks
in the energy spectrum. This process is called a shake-up process. The expected
amplitudes are quite small, since this process is less probable. In principle eects like
3-hole excitations are possible [Fae15], but the expected amplitudes are even smaller
and do not play a role at the present statistics of data. This model was extended
by A. DeRujula by introducing the shake-o process, were the electron from the
second hole can not only be excited to a bound state, but into the continuum. This
way the electron can take away kinetic energy which gives rise to continuous high
energy tails to each 2-hole resonance peak. Both theories are shown in gure 6.7
and compared to the obtained data. Both theories are an improvement to the simple
7 resonance theory and the underlying atomic physics can explain additional sub
structures, although the resonance intensities do not t and the overall shape does
not match the experimental data, for example in the "valley" between 0.6 keV and
1.6 keV.
A promising new theory are the ab initio calculations presented by M. Brass et
al. [Bra18]. While in this work only excitations to bound states are considered, an
extension of the model can in principle explain a few features present in the measured
data as can be read in [Vel19a]. In gure 6.8 the experimental data is plotted and two
ts, based on theoretic models are compared. The rst t in blue has the standard
Lorentzian line shape as expected from scattering theory and used for the in gure
6.7 presented theory approaches. While the main resonance peaks are described
very well, this line shape leads to small deviations above the NI resonance and the
following "valley" between 0.6 keV and 1.6 keV. Small asymmetries in the line shape
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Figure 6.7: Measured 163Ho energy spectrum, overlaid with the 2-hole theory of A. Fäÿler
and the shake-o theory by A. DeRujula.
are not covered. Furthermore, the theory seems to underestimate the spectral weight
at the end point region.
Inspired by core level spectroscopy M. Haverkort introduced for the shake-o process
an asymmetric Mahan line-shape broadening of the local atomic multiplets, which
is used for Auger-Meitner decays. This asymmetric line shape allows to describe the
experimental data even better, especially the "valley" and the sub structures above
the NI line. In principle these sub structures are multiplets but the detector energy
resolution of ∆EFWHM = 9 eV does not allow to resolve this feature. A small hint
for such multiplets might be the low energy edge of the MI line, where a small kink
can be seen. The full theory of 163Ho is in development at the moment. The here
presented theory does not contain all known important features to describe such
energy spectrum and used several approximations which need to adapted to the case
of 163Ho .
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Figure 6.8: Measured 163Ho energy spectrum, overlaid with a Lorentzian line-shape t
and a Mahan line-shape t.
6.3.4 QEC-value
This new 163Ho energy spectrum allowed a new calculation of the QEC-value per-
formed by M. Brass [Vel19a]. Here QEC = 2.838 ± 0.014 keV was calculated with
a Bayesian parameter estimation. For the experimental and a ab initio theory for
163Ho [Bra18] the spectral weight of the 3s, 3p and 4s plus 4p resonances were de-
termined. For this spectral weights a Gaussian likelihood and for the QEC-value
a constant prior were assumed. The theoretical uncertainty is marginalized as-
suming a Jereys prior and the Gaussian variance is given by the statistical un-
certainty. Note that the here calculated QEC-value is extracted from the spec-
tral weight of the main resonances and is not dependent on the spectral shape of
the end point region. This calculation is in good agreement with previous deter-
minations of the QEC-value extracted from an MMC measurement of 163Ho with
QEC = 2.843± 0.009stat ± 0.060syst keV [Ran17] and from a Penning trap mass spec-
trometry measurement with QEC = 2.833± 0.030stat ± 0.015syst keV [Eli15].
6.3.5 Neutrino mass
The currently best upper limit from kinematic model independent measurements
for eective the electron neutrino mass mνe is mνe < 225 eV is deduced from an
x-ray spectrum of 163Ho measured with Si(Li) detectors [Spr87]. This value can be
slightly improved by a detailed analysis of the calorimetric 163Ho energy spectrum
we measured. To calculate a new upper limit on the eective electron neutrino mass
a binned prole likelihood ratio analysis was performed [Bre19]. The likelihood ratio
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LR for certain neutrino mass mν is given by:
LRmν = −2 log
(
p(x|mν , α∗∗(mν))
p(x|m∗ν , α∗(mν))
)
(6.3)
Here p(x|mν , α∗∗(mν)) is the likelihood function for a xed mν and the best t
value for the nuisance parameters α∗∗(mν), like the QEC-value or the energy reso-
lution value where the t is performed for a xed mν . This value is divided by
p(x|m∗ν , α∗(mν)) which is the likelihood value for the overall best t with a varied
mν and x is the measured data, i.g. the number of counts in each energy bin. The
likelihood function p(x|mν , α(mν)) is given by:
p(x|mν , α) =
∏
bins i
(
µi(mν , α)
xie−µi(mν ,α)
xi!
)
× pNuisance(α) (6.4)
pNuisance describes the constraints on the nuisance parameters. For instance, it en-
codes that QEC was measured as QEC = 2.838 ± 0.014 keV. Equation 6.4 describes
the number of counts in each bin as Poisson distribution. And the probability for a
measured value xi in bin i is calculated for a given expectation value µi, simulated for
a given atomic theory, a certain neutrino mass mν and certain nuisance parameters
α. To nd the best t values for α with and without a xed mν to calculate LR for
xedmν steps 108 spectra are calculated, with a certain atomic theory prediction and
the nuisance parameters, which are varied, assuming a Gaussian shape uncertainty
on the parameters.
This whole LR analysis follows the idea to create a probability distribution for a
certain test statistic tmeasure(α) for a xed neutrino mass mν and varying parameters
α like depicted in gure 6.9 (left). This test statistic tmeasure is as well calculated for
the real experimental data set tdata, indicated by the blue vertical line. The result of
the LR is now the area underneath the probability distribution to the right of tdata
for every mν (dashed area) called p-value. If for a certain neutrino mass the p-value
is smaller then 0.05, the value of the neutrino mass is excluded at 95 % C.L.. For
large statistics this LR follows a χ2 distribution.
The observed counts are analyzed in 62 bins, 60 of which are equal-sized bins span-
ning from 2.6 keV to 2.9 keV, complemented with an underow bin from 0.1 keV to
2.6 keV and an overow bin from 2.9 keV to 3.0 keV. As mentioned is the central value
for each bin based on dierent 163Ho theories. Used holmium models are the already
presented ones: Mahan-Fit, enhanced Mahan-Fit, Lorentzian-Fit, 2-hole model, "ab
initio" model and the simple 7 resonances model. These models are presented in
gure 6.9 (right). Note that here only the atomic physics is plotted without any
phase space term. Depicted is the end point region, where the for the limit relevant
bins are located. The enhanced Mahan t is the normal Mahan t, presented in
[Vel19a] with a twice as high expected number of counts between 2.3 keV and 3 keV.
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Figure 6.9: (left) Probability distribution for a test statistic tmeasure(α). (right) De-
picted are several 163Ho theories, describing only the atomic physics of the spectrum. The
phase space term is excluded.
The dominant systematic uncertainties on these predictions are modeled with the
following nuisance parameters. Taken where QEC = 2.838± 0.014 keV and the mea-
sured unresolved pileup fraction with fpu = 1 × 10−6 ± 0.5 × 10−6. This QEC-value
was taken, since it provides the smallest uncertainty and was extracted independent
of the here relevant end point region. A Gaussian shape of the uncertainty was as-
sumed. For the pile up fraction a distribution corresponding to the auto-convolution
of the measured spectrum was assumed. The measured background is included as
well with BG < 2 × 10−5 events/pixel/eV/day. For the BG no uncertainty was as-
sumed, since the variation did not inuence the results on the presented level. We
simultaneously t the electron neutrino mass and the nuisance parameters to the
observed bin counts using the pyhf library [Hei19]. We then calculate condence
limits on the neutrino mass based on the prole log likelihood ratio as test statistics,
using the asymptotic approximation in the analysis [Cow11].
The results are shown in gure 6.10. Here the inserted neutrino mass is plotted
versus the calculated p-value for dierent input theories. The upper limit for mν
95% C.L. for each theory can be found in table 6.1. As can be seen the results dier
on a 9 eV level. The results do not dier signicantly since the error on the QEC-
value is that large, that any dierence in slope due to theory can also be achieved
by a change of the QEC-value. For a smaller error the obtained results would dier
more. In principle the uncertainty on the theory can be included in this hypothesis
test. For the Combined-value in table 6.1 the Mahan-Fit theory (gure 6.9 (right)
green) was taken as central prediction. As lower bound the Lorentzian-Fit was taken
(gure 6.9 (right) orange) and as upper limit the enhanced Mahan-Fit (gure 6.9
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Figure 6.10: For dierent mν the calculated p-value is shown. Where this value crosses
0.05 a 95 % C.L. exclusion limit for this mass is reached.
Theory mν-limit 95 % C.L. [eV]
Mahan-Fit 149
Lorentzian-Fit 143
7 resonances 147
2-hole excitations 147
ab initio 141
Combined 150
Table 6.1: mν-limit 95 % C.L. [eV] for dierent input theories.
(right) blue) was introduced. Here a Gaussian shaped uncertainty was assumed as
well. The large upper bound on the theory prediction now allows for an excellent
t with slightly larger neutrino masses. In fact, the best-t point of this combined
analysis is at mν = 100 eV, though this is not statistically signicant. At neutrino
masses above around 140 eV, however, the variability in the combined atomic model
cannot longer compensate for the dramatic eects of the neutrino mass, and the
limits become similar to those of the individual atomic theories.
7. Experimental Results: ECHo-1K
In this chapter the rst high statistics and high energy resoltution 163Ho spectrum
acquired for the ECHo-1k phase is presented. For this measurement 23 pixels of an
ECHo-1k detector chip were operated at T ≈ 10mK for 22 days. In total about
3 × 107 single 163Ho events have been recorded. The energy resolution of the nal
spectrum was ∆EFWHM = 6.6 eV at the NI resonance line and ∆EFWHM = 6.7 eV at
the MI resonance line. Therefore, this 163Ho energy spectrum allows to investigate for
the rst time the full shape of the "valley" in the energy spectrum of 163Ho between
the NI-line (0.4 keV) and the MII-line (1.8 keV) and allows to look for the expected
multiplet structures predicted by the ab initio calculations [Bra18] introduced in
chapter 6. In general this data allows to test any given 163Ho theory with more
features than before.
7.1 Set up: ECHo-1K
The measurement was performed in a lab at the Kirchho-Institute for Physics,
Heidelberg in a dry dilution refrigerator. The 163Ho was implanted in the pixels
of the ECHo-1k detector at the RISIKO facility, Mainz University [Kie19]. For this
implantation a fraction of the chemically puried 163Ho source was used [Dor18]. The
planned activity was about 1Bq. This is the exactly same detector chip as it was
used for the heat capacity measurements presented in chapter 5. The readout chain
was changed slightly, in particular in terms of noise. The better noise performance
was achieved with the change of the front end SQUIDs and the array SQUIDs.
7.2 Activity
The measured activity varies from 0.3Bq to 1.5Bq as can be seen in the activity
map in gure 7.1. The average activity was 0.9Bq and is therefore quite close to the
expected activity of 1Bq. For every pixel, the activity is determined as explained in
6. The data les to calculate the activity were obtained over 24 hours. The pixels
left without 163Ho during the implantation are marked in violet and allow the in-
situ background measurements. For this experiment only one of the 3 working BG
detectors was connected. Furthermore, not all here presented detector channels were
measured during this specic measurement. Marked with light blue is the detector
channel for the heat capacity measurements presented in 6. Marked with pale red
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Figure 7.1: Activity map of the ECHo-1k detector chip. The numbers in the single pixels
correspond to the measured activity in Bq. If no number is given, these pixels have not
been measured.
is the background channel, which was operated for this measurement. The SQT 2
channel in the top right corner of gure 7.1 is the temperature channel, already used
for the magnetization measurement presented in chapter 5.4.
During the implantation process the ion beam with a diameter of about 0.7 mm scans
about 2000 times the two detector rows, each with a width of about 0.4 mm. The
deviation in activity is not fully understood, although a gradient from the middle
of the rows to the edges and from left to right can be observed, which might be
explained by a small miss alignment during the implantation process, deviations of
50 % between neighboring pixels can not be explained this way and is still under
investigation.
7.3 Data reduction
To obtain the full 163Ho spectrum, the same analysis steps as described in 6 were
performed. Due to the long measurement time many PTO jumps caused by jumps
to a dierent working point of the read out SQUID were present. Furthermore,
certain improvements in terms of noise during the measurement period were made.
Both lead to 267 sub-les that had to be added. For the analysis of the acquired
data, an improved temperature correction was used. The correlation between the
PTO and the detector temperature relies on small deviations of the two pixels in the
gradiometric set up. In this measurement the on chip temperature pixel was recorded
during the full time. For each triggered signal in each detector channel, together
with the other analysis parameters, also the average voltage of the temperature
channel was recorded. This way a better temperature correction was possible. This
temperature detector is the same one as used for the magnetization measurements
described in chapter 5.4.
In order to decide if the preparation of one pixel satises the requirements for adding
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the data to the nal spectrum several sanity checks are performed. For each le the
energy resolution at the NI and MI resonance line, the spectral weight ratio of MI/NI,
the mean distance from the linearity correction, the number of BG events between
2.9 keV and 5.8 keV and the number of BG events between 5.8 keV and 10 keV are
determined. In total 267 les have been analyzed. The sanity check statistic for these
les is presented in gure 7.2. In gure 7.2 a) and b) the calculated detector energy
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Figure 7.2: Shown are calculated parameters for each of the 267 data sets, which allow
to identify automatically data sets, which need to be looked at separately.
resolutions for the MI line and the NI line are shown. These values are obtained
as explained in chapter 6 by a Voigt t with the width of the convoluted Gaussian
as free parameter. The parameters of the resoance lines are taken from [Ran17].
Marked in red in gure 7.2 a) and b) are outliers, which have not been included
in the nal spectrum. These les either belong to very small data sub sets, or to
one specic channel with a periodically high noise level, caused by an external noise
source, which was only seen by this specic channel. In gure 7.2 b) some data
sets show very large distribution of energy resolutions for the MI line, which can be
explained lower statistics and a larger intrinsic line width of the MI resonance line.
In gure 7.2 c) the ratio of the spectral weights of the MI and NI resonance lines
is shown. This ratio depends on the capture probability for 3s and 4s electrons and
on the QEC-value. For QEC = 2.822 keV, the simple 7 resonances theory from Fäÿler
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and mν = 0 this ratio is expected to be around 0.3. Once the spectral weight of
these peaks is given by a theory, that describes the 163Ho energy spectrum very well
and the QEC-value is given with a higher precision the absolute value can be taken
as measure. In principle could the applied constant χ2-cut change this ratio, if e.g.
the spread in χ2 is signicant larger for lower energies. This would exclude a larger
fraction of counts from the NI line than from the MI line. Therefore, the amplitude
ratio MI/NI would change. As can be seen, the data sets marked with red for this
parameter, show a slightly shifted MI/NI-ratio. In fact these are the same data
sets, that already showed a larger energy resolution in the MI line. Here again the
low number of events in the data sets can lead to a failure of the χ2-cut. Here the
mean of the χ2 distribution can be determined incorrect due to the low number of
counts. The result is a χ2-cut that changes the ratio of MI/NI. Such data sets
are analyzed again by hand to check the applied data treatments. If e.g. no clear
clustering in the χ2-plot can be found these les are excluded.
As described in chapter 6 a linearity correction is performed for each data set. The
residuals of the t of the energy position of the main peaks are quadratically summed
and the square root is calculated. The result for the data sets can be seen in gure
7.2 d). Here again data sets with a deviation to the majority of data sets are checked
again and the performed analysis steps are reviewed.
Finally, the two background regions already introduced in chapter 6 are checked. In
the low energy background region (7.2 e)) unresolved pile-up events can occur. For
this long measurement 12 events in this energy region where measured. These 12
events are distributed over 12 detector pixels with long time periods in between the
events, which minimizes the chance for an extended BG problem with the pixels or
read out chains.
The expected unresolved pile-up fraction fupu with an average pixel activity a of 0.9
Bq and a signal rise time τr of about 1 µs is fupu ≈ 10−6. For the next ECHo phases
the rise time needs to be improved to reduce the expected pile-up fraction. The
corresponding UPU spectrum is an auto convolution of the measured 163Ho energy
spectrum as shown in gure 7.3 in red for one data set. In this one data set 1 UPU
event is present. Here the spectral weight is 10−6× the spectral weight of the one
data set 163Ho energy spectrum with about 3.3 mio. counts. The expected number
of counts for UPU events is between 2.9 keV and 5.8 keV about 0.4, deduced from
the activity a of the detector pixels and the rise time τr of the detector signals.
The 1 measured UPU event and the expected 0.3 UPU events might be in good
agreement, considering the poor statistics in this energy region and the fact, that
maybe not all events are UPU events. A way better analysis can be performed,
once the spectral shape of the UPU -spectrum can be recognized and a pulse shape
analysis is established that allows discriminating UPU events from real events.
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Figure 7.3: Shown is the measured 163Ho energy spectrum (black) of one data set and the
corresponding expected UPU -spectrum (red).
In the last plot, gure 7.2 f) the BG is shown in the energy interval between 5.8 keV
and 10 keV. For this experiment no event was measured, which leads to an background
level of BG < 1× 10−6 counts/eV/pixel/day with the in chapter 6 described method
assuming a at distribution for the background events. Since here no events have
been measured it is even more probable that the measured events in the energy region
between 2.9 keV and 5.8 keV belong to unresolved pile-up events.
7.4 Spectral shape of 163Ho
The full spectrum was obtained by the measurement of 23 pixels of an ECHo-1k
detector chip for 22 days operated at T ≈ 10mK. This data was divided in 267 sub
-les and added up coherently. The nal spectrum has 2.7× 107 counts.
The achieved overall energy resolution was ∆EFWHM = 6.6 eV at the NI resonance
line and ∆EFWHM = 6.7 eV at the MI resonance line as can be seen in gure 7.4.
Both values agree with each other within the statistical error of the calculation for the
energy resolution. As already mentioned in chapter 5, these energy resolutions are
not the intrinsic detector resolutions, which should be more around ∆EFWHM = 3 eV
as described in chapter 4.2. The limiting factor here are the corrections of changes in
temperature and gain during the measurement, which can be done only to a certain
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Figure 7.4: Energy resolution obtained for the NI resonance and MI resonance. The red
curve is the t result of the Voigt function, used to extract the energy resolution.
extent. A stabilization of both parameters, which is foreseen for the next ECHo
experiments, will bring an energy resolution close to EFWHM = 3 eV. In gure 7.5 the
complete obtained 163Ho energy spectrum is shown. This spectrum with its 3× 107
counts, an energy resolution of ∆EFWHM = 7 eV and no specic external background
source noticeable on the presented level allows for a detailed comparison with any
theoretical description of the 163Ho energy spectrum. As can be seen 12 events in
total are present in the unresolved pile-up region between 2.9 keV and 5.8 keV. This
results in a measured unresolved pile-up fraction of fupu ≈ 4× 10−6. Expected with
the given activity per pixel and the detector rise time are 3 events in this energy
region. The corresponding to this value scaled unresolved pile-up spectrum is shown
in red in gure 7.6 (right). As already explained above a better analysis can be
performed, once the spectral shape of the UPU -spectrum can be recognized and a
pulse shape analysis is established that allows discriminating UPU events from real
events.
In gure 7.6 (left), the measured data is overlaid with the ab initio theory presented
in [Bra18]. Although clear dierences in spectral weight in the valley between 0.6 keV
and 1.6 keV are visible, as well as at the end point region, this theory predicts already
some small features, which got visible within this measurement. The spectral shape
will change in this energy regions once excitations to the continuum are implemented
in the theory calculations. This theory only allows excitations to bound states at
the moment.
Small features, already seen in the data presented in chapter 6 are now clearly visible
like the multiplet structure of the MI resonance line, predicted by the ab initio theory,
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Figure 7.5: Full 163Ho energy spectrum, 3× 107 counts, ∆EFWHM = 7 eV.
visible as a shoulder on the low energy side as can be seen in gure 7.7 (right). But
also the multiplet structure of the NII resonance line shown in gure 7.7 (left) is
visible and the spectral shape of the peak above the NI resonance line can now be
investigated further.
Details like the small "up" and "down" in the valley around 250 eV are similar
predicted in [Bra18], as a result of interference between the electron wave functions
during the capturing process. Other features like the very broad continuous structure
from 700 eV to 1.6 keV or the broad structure from 2.4 keV to 2.8 keV still need to
be investigated. This data delivers for sure enough input for the next theoretical
descriptions of 163Ho , brought forward by M. Haverkort.
7.4.1 In-situ background measurement
The background (BG) level was determined with BG < 1×10−6 counts/eV/pixel/day
taking into account the measured 0 events between 5.8 keV and 10 keV. Here the
same assumptions were made as in chapter 6. Furthermore, an in-situ background
measurement was performed. For this measurement an asymmetric pixel pair was
measured, marked with red in gure 7.1. This channel is 1 out of 7 in-situ back-
ground detectors, which have one pixel implanted wit 163Ho and one without. Every
triggered event in the pixel without 163Ho implanted is treated as external back-
ground event. This way external background sources can be measured for energies
between 12 eV and 10 keV. To extract an energy calibrated background spectrum,
the template signal for the t for this BG pixel is taken from the neighboring pixel
with 163Ho implanted. This allows for an energy calibration, which should not be
o more then 2%, which is the typical variation of the signal height coming from
the two double meanders for the same energy input. Furthermore, the 5σ χ2-cut
from the pixel belonging to the same double meander is taken and applied to the
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Figure 7.6: (left) Full 163Ho energy spectrum, 3 × 107 counts, ∆EFWHM = 7 eV. In
red is the ab initio theory overlaid. (right) Full 163Ho energy spectrum overlaid with the
expected unresolved pile-up spectrum in red.
BG pixel. This way the remaining energy spectrum in the BG pixel should be very
similar to a BG spectrum, that can be expected on a pixel with 163Ho due to ex-
ternal background sources. The BG spectrum is shown in gure 7.8 (left). As can
be seen, the BG shape follows an exponential decay, while most of the counts are
present below 1 keV. Between 1 keV and 10 keV only 2 more counts are present. The
exponential decay was expected, since the trigger level of this pixel was chosen to be
very low to record also signals with a low energy. The set trigger level corresponds
to the minimal recorded energy of 12 eV. Due to the small signal size towards low
energies and the relative high noise, no eective pulse shape discrimination can be
performed anymore with the applied χ2-method. At about 20/,eV a prominent peak
in the BG spectrum can be seen. This peak is caused by two very discrete back-
ground sources. One background signal are rectangular signals with exactly the same
height, distributed over the whole measurement period. They were probably caused
by cell phones, searching for the radio network. The other signal are high frequency
peaks, triggered as well and distributed over the whole measurement period. Both
signals are not sorted out by the χ2-cut due to the bad S/N. This exponential decay
denes the threshold of the here presented 163Ho spectra. All of the here presented
spectra have this exponential decaying BG and in principle also the peak at about
20/,eV. That is why the threshold of the here presented spectra was chosen to be
100/,eV. This way the BG peak is for sure excluded and the BG contribution to the
163Ho spectrum is minimal.
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Figure 7.7: The NI and MI resonance lines of the measured 163Ho energy spectrum with
3× 107 counts and ∆EFWHM = 7 eV.
7.4.2 QEC-value determination
For the full data set with about 30 mio. counts a t of the QEC-value was performed
by M. Brass following the same method explained in chapter 6 and in [Vel19a]. The
result is QEC = 2.842± 0.016 keV, which is in very good agreement with all previous
mentioned measurements. The calculated error is almost the same since the error
introduced by the systematic uncertainties related to the spectral shape are the same.
Small deviations are probably due to statistical uctuations.
Another method to extract the QEC-value from this data is presented in the following.
The idea is that the shape of the 163Ho spectrum is dened by a phase space term
PS and some term A(E) that is dened by atomic physics.
dW
dE
= (QEC − E)2
√
1− m
2
ν
(QEC − E)2
× A(E) (7.1)
The neutrino mass mν is in good approximation mν = 0, since almost all recent
measurements predict a limit for mν of below 1 eV. This small mν does not inuence
the shape of the measured spectrum signicant with the given statistics.
This reduces the description of the spectral shape to:
dW
dE
= (QEC − E)2 × A(E) (7.2)
(7.3)
Furthermore, should be the inuence of the not perfect atomic theory A(E) be
minimal in the last 100 eV close to the endpoint, since here no noticeable additional
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Figure 7.8: (left) BG spectrum, obtained from a pixel without 163Ho implanted and
calibrated with the neighboring pixel with 163Ho of the gradiometric set up. (right) Kurie
plot of the end pointregion of the 163Ho energy spectrum. In red is the t, where the
QEC-value is extracted from. In blue is the data taken for the t.
peaks from higher order processes in the electron capture spectrum are expected at
the current level of measured statistics.
To t the QEC-value to the end point region, the whole measured spectrum MS(E)
is divided by the atomic theory A(E) given by M. Brass [Bra18]. The square root of
the left overs φ(E) are plotted in gure 7.8 (right).
φ(E) =
√
MS(E)
A(E)
(7.4)
This kind of data presentation is a Kurie plot, dened for β-decay spectra. The
slope of φ(E) should be given by (QEC −E), which allows to extract the QEC-value
with a linear t. As can be seen in gure 7.8 (right) the curve does not follow a
purely linear behavior, which can be explained by a not perfect theory in this energy
regime. In fact a broad structure from 2.4 keV to 2.8 keV is observed. This small
discrepancy in theory is modeled by a polynomial. In red is the t of (QEC − E)
times a polynomial of second order.
φ(E) = (QEC − E)× (aE + bE2) (7.5)
With a = −399 and b = 578 the result is Q = 2.837 ± 0.005stat ± 0.005syst keV.
While the statistical error is given by the t, the systematic error is given by the
variation of the energy interval the t is performed on, here marked with the blue
line. The count at 2.878 keV is explicitly excluded, since it is most probably an
unresolved pile up event. Higher order polynomials and neutrino masses up to 5 eV
do not change the result on the presented level. The t was stable and the statistical
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Theory mν-limit 95 % C.L. [eV]
Mahan-Fit [Vel19a] 47
Lorentzian-Fit [Vel19a] 48
7 resonances [Fae14] 47
2-hole excitations [Fae15] 48
ab initio [Bra18] 47
Combined 50
Table 7.1: mν-limit 95 % C.L. [eV] for dierent input theories.
errors on the factors of the polynomial where comparable small. This way the most
precise determination of the QEC-value was achieved in good agreement with all other
presented measurements.
7.4.3 Neutrino mass: ECHo-1k
The acquired data with about 30 mio. counts and an energy resolution of ∆EFWHM =
6.7 eV at the MI resonance line can be used for setting a new limit on the eective
electron neutrino mass mv. Within this thesis an approach based on binned prole
likelihood ratio analysis was developed as described in chapter 6.
The rst overow bin was now from 0.25 keV to 2.6 keV, since here way more counts
in the end point region were present. The QEC-value was kept the same as in the
previous calculation with QEC = 2.838±0.014 keV, since it was determined indepen-
dently of this measurement and not taking into account the end point region of the
spectrum. The unresolved pile-up fraction was adapted according to the here pre-
sented measured level of fupu ≈ 4×10−6, the error was kept at 50 %. The background
was modeled by the in the previous sections presented results. A at background
distribution with BG = 1×10−6 counts/eV/pixel/day plus the determined exponen-
tial decay are assumed and scaled to the measured values. Again no error on the
background model was assumed due to the negligible inuence on the here presented
results. Taking the same theories as described in 6, the results presented in table 7.1
are obtained. The corresponding p-values for dierent neutrino masses are shown in
gure 7.9 (left). Again only small deviations for the dierent input theories are
seen. This is still to the fact that at this level of statistics, energy resolution and
uncertainties on the unresolved pile-up fraction and the QEC-value, the limit on the
neutrino mass is basically given by the dierence between the last measured count
in the energy spectrum and the QEC-value, not by the actual spectral shape of the
theory. The probability, that the last count in the 163Ho energy spectrum is really
due to a decay of 163Ho , and not due to a background event is here together with
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Figure 7.9: For dierent input theories the p-values for dierent neutrino masses are
shown. Marked with the grey dashed line is the value corresponding to a 95 % C.L..
the uncertainty on the QEC-value the important factor. This can be seen in gure
7.9(left) and (right) where the dierence in the obtained eective mν is small for
dierent input theories and changes only slightly more for the Mahan input the-
ory with an error on the spectral shape (Combined), but changes a lot more if all
uncertainties on the nuisance parameters are neglected. Due to the here presented
analysis about 1010 events are needed to reach a 10 eV limit on mν assuming the
here presented uncertainties and the Mahan t as input theory.
This is still a preliminary analysis of the data and dierent analysis methods are still
under investigation. With this analysis a conservative limit on the eective electron
neutrino mass with mν < 49 eV 95 % C.L. can be provided which is signicantly
better then the present best limit of mν < 225 eV 95 % C.L. [Spr87], measured by
an x-ray spectrum of 163Ho . Here an improvement by a factor 5 was obtained. In
the future a better theory description and a 163Ho energy spectrum with even more
statistics and a better energy resoltion will allow to deduce a sub-eV limit on the
eective electron neutrino mass.
8. Summary
The ECHo experiment can be classied as the so, called direct neutrino mass mea-
surements. In fact the goal of the ECHo project is to achieve a subeV sensitivity
on the eective electron neutrino mass by the analysis of the end point region of a
high statistics and high energy resolution 163Ho electron capture spectrum. For this
measurement metallic magnetic calorimeters with enclosed 163Ho are used. MMCs
are low temperature detectors that provide a very good spectral resolving power with
∆EFWHM = 1.6 eV at 6 keV, a rather fast signal rise time with τrise = 90 ns and a
good energy linearity of below 1 % at 6 keV [Kem18]. Since the neutrino mass is
deduced from the spectral shape, the background of such a measurement needs to be
precisely known as well. Furthermore, is the determination of the Q-value of this de-
cay of major importance, since the uncertainty on the Q-value has a big eect on the
determination of the neutrino mass. In addition, a good theoretical understanding
is required to deduce a neutrino mass from the spectral shape.
For all here presented measurements the experimental platforms including the con-
necting circuit boards have been designed and assembled as well as parts of the read
out chain have been tested and mounted to reach the best possible performance for
each experiment. Furthermore, was a pre and post processing with micro fabrication
in the clean room on a single detector chip bases developed, which allowed to implant
the 163Ho via selective ion beam implantation into the gold absorbers of the used low
temperature detectors.
The rst presented experiment was the measurement of the heat capacity of 163Ho in
gold. It was obtained by the comparison of the signal height of two identical MMC set
ups, one with 163Ho implanted, the other one not. The in this way obtained specic
heat per Ho-ion in Au was compared with two other heat capacity measurements
[Vel19b]. By considering the actual 163Ho ion concentration in the measured samples,
the here obtained results are in good agreement with the results presented in [Vel19b].
For the specic heat per 163Ho -ion in gold a Schottky anomaly was found around
250mK caused dominantly by the hyperne splitting of the magnetic moments of
the electrons in 163Ho and the crystal eld splitting caused by the surrounding host
material. This result has several implications for the ECHo projekt.
In general is the total heat capacity of the used MMCs a crucial parameter for
the detector performance and should be kept low. It was found, that in general a
lower detector temperature is preferable since the additional heat capacity due to
implanted 163Ho is the lowest for lower temperatures as the maximum of the Schottky
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anomaly is at 250mK. The planned working temperature of the MMCs within ECHo
is therefore with 20mK adequate.
Furthermore, it could be shown, together with the other experiments with dierent
concentrations of 163Ho in the samples, that the holmium concentration eects the
heat capacity of holmium at temperatures below 50mK signicant due to a shift of
the Schottky anomaly of the holmium-holmium interactions towards lower temper-
atures. Due to the comparable results of the two dierent measurement techniques,
where the ones presented in [Vel19b] used arc melted Au:Ho, it could be shown that
the implantation process itself does not introduce an additional heat capacity by e.g.
defects in the fcc Au crystal structure. For the next steps of ECHo a co implanta-
tion of 163Ho together with Au is planned, to overcome a saturation limit of activity
per pixel due to back scattering eects during the implantation. At this point the
163Ho concentration can be adapted and should exceed a concentration of 2 % to
minimize the additional heat capacity of 163Ho in Au below 50mK. Furthermore,
was a specic heat capacity of 0.05 kB at T = 20 mK per Ho-ion found, which will
increase the heat capacity of the here used ECHo-1k detector chip by 40 % for the
planned activity of a = 10Bq per pixel, which will result in a factor 1.2 worsened
fundamental energy resolution for the present detector design, if the read out chain is
ideal. This is an acceptable value and will allow to reach a limit on the eective elec-
tron neutrino mass of below 10 eV as planned for the next phase of ECHo, ECHo-1k.
As can be read in [Gas17] this requires an energy resolution of ∆EFWHM < 10 eV.
The second measurement, this time of of the 163Ho energy spectrum with maXs-20
detector chips was performed in an underground lab in Modane. 4 pixels have been
operated for 4 days. In a spectrum with about 3×105 counts in total an energy resolu-
tion of ∆EFWHM = 9 eV at the NI resonance line was achieved. For this measurement
and for the next one presented here a semi automated event analysis was developed.
This allowed for adding all data sets with dierent gain and detector characteris-
tics in a convenient way to the here presented energy spectrum. It could be shown
that the used implantation techniques and in particular the purication (chemically
and by mass separation) of the implanted 163Ho result in no radioactive contamina-
tion visible with the achieved statistics. Furthermore, was the background between
2.9 keV and 6.8 keV analyzed. The two measured counts present in this region were
attributed to the natural radioactivity background. The extracted BG-level for a
at background for this measurement was BG < 2× 10−5 events/pixel/eV/day. The
resulting unresolved pile-up fraction considering the 1 count between 2.9 keV and
5.8 keV gives fpu = 1× 10−6. By the comparison with a measurement above ground
[Has16] no signicant change in background could be observed although the detec-
tors in the underground lab where shielded by 4800m of water equivalent, which
reduces the cosmic muon ux by roughly 106. This measurement showed that the
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background rate is already very small, only one order of magnitude away from the
desired background level of BG < 1 × 10−6 events/pixel/eV/day for a sub-eV sensi-
tivity on the electron neutrino mass. Note that at this point of the measurements
no material screening was performed and the poor statistics do only allow an upper
limit for the BG. The material for the ECHo-1k detector and the dedicated ECHo
cryostat has been screened. The results can be found in [Gas17]. Furthermore, an
active muon veto is tested for the next phases of ECHo although it isstill not nec-
essary at current level of acquired statistics. This energy spectrum provided new
input data for theory with some spectral features that lead to the new Mahan like
resonance shape presented in [Vel19a]. The very important results of this theoretical
analysis of the measured data is that the in the end point region expected number
of counts is enhanced by a factor of 2 for the new Mahan line shape compared to the
old / resonances theory [Fae14].
Furthermore, a rst new limit on the electron neutrino mass with mν < 140 eV 90 %
C.L. could be deduced. In particular we have demonstrated that the biggest uncer-
tainty on the neutrino mass limit is introduced by the uncertainty on the Q-value.
For the Q-value the uncertainty will be reduced by a Penning trap mass spectrome-
try measurement (PENTATRAP) to about 1 eV. Higher statistic 163Ho spectra will
reduce the error on the Q-value, as well as uncertainties in the theoretical descrip-
tion of the 163Ho spectrum. The error on the unresolved pile-up fraction will get
signicant smaller once the unresolved pile-up spectrum can be noticed and tted.
The last measurement was performed with 23 pixels on an ECHo-1k detector chip
operated over 22 days. The resulting energy spectrum had 3 × 107 counts and an
energy resolution of EFWHM = 6.2 eV at the NI resonance line. Her 267 data les
have been added coherently to make up this spectrum. This huge number of data
sub sets for 3×107 counts in the 163Ho spectrum already shows, that an automatized
signal analysis is necessary for this experiment. For this data sets an oine analysis
was performed. Due to the large amount of data, used for a single signal trace An
online data reduction is needed, which saves only the relevant signal parameters.
The χ2 of the t might be one of these..
The in this thesis extracted Q-value is Q = 2.837 ± 0.005stat ± 0.005syst keV. It is
in good agreement with all other presented measurements of the Q-value [Ran17,
Vel19a, Eli15]. While the statistical error on this presented Q-value might decrease
with higher statistics, the systematic error will only decrease with a theory describing
the additional broad structure in the end point region of the spectrum. Due to the
rather good energy resolution and the high statistics in the achieved 163Ho energy
spectrum a detailed comparison between theory and experimental data is possible.
Certain spectral features observed in the data have already been predicted by the new
ab initio calculation presented in [Bra18]. A limit for the electron neutrino mass was
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extracted for this data set as well, providing the currently best limit of the electron
neutrino mass with mν < 50 eV 95% C.L., which is a signicant improvement of the
former best limit of mν < 225 eV [Spr87]. Note that the here presented new limit is a
preliminary analysis which still does not include a fully developed background model
and has as input basis still 163Ho theory models, which are still under development. A
analysis with the described method for the neutrino mass limit extraction, the same
nuisance parameters as used for this measurement and a simulated input theory
following the Mahan t, showed that with no improvement on the Q-value, the
unresolved pile-up fraction, the energy resolution and the background level about
1010 events are needed to reach a limit for the electron neutrino mass of below 10
eV.
In conclusion this thesis contributed to fulll many of the milestones for the ECHo-
1k phase of the experiment:
For the detector optimization,
1. a reliable pre and post processing of detector chips for implantation was devel-
oped
2. a measurement of the specic heat per 163Ho ion in Au, which determines the
activity per pixel, was performed.
For the 163Ho theory,
1. a high statistics and high energy resoltuion 163Ho energy spectrum was mea-
sured for comparison with theory
2. a new Q-value with smaller uncertainty was extracted
3. a new preliminary limit on the eective electron neutrino mass was provided
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